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Alternative breaks make an impact in Grand Rapids
■ As the
program grows,
more service
projects are
being done.
Ashley Chaney
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Alternative Breaks is
expanding
their
program and kicked the
year off with a service
project in downtown
Grand
Rapids
refurbishing
old
houses. The group
worked with a new
non-profit
development
corporation on a house
on Milwaukee Avenue
on Sunday.
“They basically buy
old run-down houses
and they refurbish
them
completely,
renovate them and then
they turn around and
sell them to low
income families who
need the housing,” said

Matt
Chapman,
a
senior at GVSU and
program coordinator
for Alternative Breaks.
"It’s kind of like
Trading Spaces.”
Alternative Breaks is
working
on
three
houses for the group
this
year,
all
in
different stages of
completion.
The
program is looking for
people
who
are
interested in leading
their annual spring
break trips. The service
project on Sunday was
a
part
of
the
application process.
“It lets us get a
chance to see them and
how
they
work
together and see how
excited they are about
service,”
Chapman
said.
The
organization
changed its name this
year from Alternative
Spring Breaks because
the
program
is
expanding.
“Typically in the past
we’ve done just our 16
spring break trips, but
last year we started

Out in four?
Don’t hold
your breath
■ Fouryears
may not be
enough tofinish
a bachelor's
degree
Nichole Duthler
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Jennelle Woldhuis sits
on her bed. Her legs are
crossed and she taps her
pencil on her biology
homework.
“I don’t understand it.”
she says. Instead, she
reaches for her anatomy
book.
Woldhuis changed her
major from business to
nursing her sophomore
year of college. She has
attended Grand Valley
State University for two
years and still has three
years left before she will
graduate.
“It’s
frustrating
because I changed my
major, but I don’t even
know if I’ll get into the
nursing program next
fall,” Woldhuis said. “I’ll
be taking classes straight

through the summer.
too.
If Woldhuis is not
accepted in the nursing
program she said she’ll
take a semester off.
Only 35 percent of
undergraduate students
earned a bachelor’s
degree in four years,
according
to
the
Department
of
Education’s
National
Center in 2000. The
survey was based on one
million
students
at
several colleges and
universities.
Bob Fletcher, vice
provost and dean of
academic services, said
that it is not uncommon
for students to be in
college for more than
four years.
Philip
Batty,
of
GVSU’s
institutional
analysis, was not able to
give GVSU’s graduation
rates
after
being
contacted several times.
“Graduation
rates
aren’t good anywhere,”
Fletcher said. “Most of
our programs require
more than the typical
120 hours. It’s been this
way for a while now.”

doing some alternative one,” Chapman said.
weekend
trips,” “It’s a chance for the
Chapman said, “We’re group members to meet
going to do that again each other and kind of
this
year.
Each get to know each other
semester
before it’s
we’re
--------------- like, ‘Hey
let’s go sit
going to
add some
in a van
We all came for 16
weekend
hours,’
trips.
together and
and
so
We’re
they
going to basically
really
also add
became like
know
two
the
winter
one big family about
issue and
break
know why
trips
for the whole
and we’re
we’re
week
doing it
actually
instead of
going to
JOHN RANVILLE just going
do some
summer
GVSU Sophomore to serve
and then
trips too.”
• • come
The
'' back.’
group
will
undertake more service
Chapman said the
projects this year once program focuses on
site leaders are selected social issues prominent
and
they
have in our society like
participants for the domestic
violence,
trips.
hunger
and
“We usually try to get homelessness,
the site leaders to environmental issues,
organize a pre-trip youth and education
service project like this and issues concerning
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Matt Chapman, Program Coordinator for Alternative Breaks works on service project in
downtown Grand Rapids.

the elderly.
John
Ranville, a
sophomore at GVSU
and a member of
Alternative
Breaks,
went on the youth and
poverty trip last year in
Franklin, N.C.
“It opened my eyes
just
to
see
how

awesome the little kids
are and just how much
they know for their
years,” Ranville said.
“On the trip, we were
all from different walks
of life, but we all came
together and basically
became like one big
family for the whole

week and that was a
really great thing, just
to meet new people and
get involved.”
Alternative Breaks
will
hold
an
PLEASE SEE
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17%
49%

40.90%
□ 4 years
■ 5 years
■ 6 years

Grand Valley Illustration / AJ Colley

Graduation rates from students who started at GVSU in 1997. The majority of students graduated in five to six years, while a smaller number completed
their degree in four years. Numbers do not up to 100 percent due to combined statistics.

Programs like nursing,
engineering
and
education are some of
the majors that require
students to attend college
longer than four years
because they need to be
certified in the field of
study. If a student
chooses liberal arts as a
major, however, they
will likely graduate in
four years, according to
Fletcher.
More students are

working and attending
school full time as well.
Woldhuis lives with
three roommates in an
apartment and works on
weekends to pay for rent.
“It’s stressful and hard
because I don’t get the
financial aid I need,” she
said. “Going to school
and working all the time
is insane, but I just have
to do it.”
Although enrollment is
up 3 percent this fall.

according to officials, it
doesn’t affect class
space. There are 3,408
incoming freshmen this
semester out of a total
22,063
students
at
GVSU.
Classes are usually
opened
based
on
demand, but not always
offered
at
times
convenient to students.
Sometimes
students’
work
and
school
schedules do not work

well
together
and
students then take 12
credits a semester.
“Students will only
take 12 credits so they
can hold onto financial
aid,” Fletcher said.
The most popular
major
is
often
“undecided”
and
students aren’t sure what
to do when they get
accepted to college, he
said.
Fletcher said that less

freshmen
will
be
accepted to Grand Valley
next year, in an effort to
reduce the class size to
3,200 students.
“We
raised
the
admissions standards,”
Fletcher said. “We’re
looking for a stronger
high school curriculum,
outside activities, higher
test scores, and two
PLEASE SEE
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Vector Marketing policies called into question
■ Company’s
lack ofethics
spaum student
activism.
Nathan Cole
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Brian
Zudweg
unsheathed a big, shiny
knife and sliced through
an old leather shoe, quick
and clean like a surgeon.
Clearly, he had sliced
leather before.
“It has a thermal resin
handle,” Zudweg said,
gingerly gripping the
knife in his right hand.
“The same stuff football
helmets are made out
of.”
Zudweg, a 22-year old

In this
issue

business management
major at GVSU, is a
former Cutco Cutlery kit
salesman for Vector
Marketing. Like many
college
students,
Zudweg responded to a
sales
position
advertisement promising
$12.50
per
base
appointment. Although
he didn’t make an
overabundance of money
during his four-month
stint
as
a
Vector
salesman, he did go out
as one of the top 50
sellers in the state and
said the experience he
gained was worth it.
* But not everyone
shares Zudweg’s cheery
outlook
on
Vector
Marketing.
In the past few years
there has been a backlash
of
complaints
and

occasional
lawsuits
against the company that
recruits high school and
college students to sell its
Cutco brand of knives.
The
anti-Vector
movement has spawned
a number of Web sites
including
Students
Against
Vector
Exploitation, which has
an online petition against
the company.
According to SAVE,
Vector hides that they do
not
offer
steady
employment but rather a
contract to sell Cutco
products.
Vector officials were
not
available
for
comment and did not
return phone calls.
Most of the complaints
against Vector center
around the way the
company recruits and

treats its salespeople.
Mike Persenaire, a bio
psychology major at
Grand Valley, said he
responded to a $16 per
hour job opportunity
written on a whiteboard
in a classroom. When he
showed up for his
interview,
he
was
informed - much to his
dismay - that his new job
would be selling knives.
“I was like, ‘Great,’”
Persenaire said. “The
first thing they had us do
was write down the
names of 30 of our
closest
friends
and
family. Then they were
like, ‘Look, you already
have 30 clients.’”
Persenaire said he did
not take the job, and he
did not get paid for the
day
he
spent
interviewing
and

“You don’t get the
training.
Because Vector sales money back - at least not
representatives are hired when I worked there,”
as
independent Zudweg said, “but you
contractors instead of as do get to keep the knives,
and you
employees,
can sell
they are not
----------------------- them at
entitled to
any kind of
You have to be full
minimum
price if
wage
or
you
sold on the
paid
want.”
training. An product to sell
As for
aspiring
training,
the product
Zudweg
Vector
said
salesperson
new
must first
cough up
BRIAN ZUDWEG recruits
$145 for a
GVSU Student get to
attend a
set
of
week of
knives to
full
use as a
time
display for
training
sales
---------------------------and

leam the product.
“You have to be sold
on the product to sell the
product,” Zudweg said.
“And they sell you on the
product.”
The cutlery sets range
from $35 for a paring
knife to over $2,000 for
some of the bigger sets.
The base set costs about
$900, Zudweg said.
Once the new sales
representative has paid
the $145 and gone
through
necessary
training, he or she is
ready to sell knives to
family members. At the
end of a presentation, the
salesperson asks about
others who may be
interested in buying
Cutco cutlery.

instruction in order to
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News

Laker Life

Downtown

GVSU’s
Arboretum
offers students and
faculty a place to relax.

New housing provides
new technology to oncampus residents.

A GVSU
criminal
justice student serves in
Iraq.
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GVSU TV station to feature student programming
■ GVR\ to start all
original
programming next
semester.
Forrest Karboyvski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Flip your television to
channel seven and you’re
likely to see either stock
quotes or the face of Louie the
Laker grinning back at you.
Jillian Austin wants to
change that.
“Last year 1 was flipping
through channels and I found
channel seven,” she said. “1
was like, it would be awesome
if this could be like WCKS or

the
Lanthorn
and
have
students put their information
out there, express themselves
on a television station.”
With that end in mind,
Austin, a sophomore film
student at Grand Valley and
station manager for Grand
Valley Broadcasting Network
(GVBN),
approached
University Promotions in the
office of student life, which is
in charge of programming for
channel seven. Austin said
new,
entirely
studentproduced programming will
start next semester, and will
include studio and non-studio
shows.
“Jillian’s idea will be a great
change,” said LeaAnn Tibbe,
special events coordinator for
University Promotions. “We
have been waiting for students
to take the lead, and she was

the one.”
Channel seven has been
around for years, according to
Tibbe.
but
University
Promotions has only been
involved with it for a year.
“Before that it was affiliated
with housing,” Jesse Gregg,
creative director of University
Promotions, said. “There was
a picture of a guy that was
sitting up there for forever, it
said ‘Happy Birthday’ to
whoever. It was really bad.
“With
more
student
involvement, it’ll be nice
because it will be updated
more often,” Gregg said. “It’s
going to cover such a wide
range of students, it’s pretty
amazing. It’s a huge spectrum
of individuals.”
Austin said the station will
be run entirely by students.
“It was basically an idea that

was grounded in the fact that last year obtaining offices and
you
always
writing
a
need
____________ constitution
--------------------------------- for the station.
experience
when you go
Now, the final
out there to do
steps before
This is a way to
TV or film or
the
new
give students
advertising,”
programming
Austin said.
can go on the
“This is a way hands-on
air is official
approval and
to
give experience of
students
recruiting
zvorking in a real
students
to
hands-on
take part in
experience of
editing,
working in a television
hosting
and
real television station...
being
in
station, a real
shows, as well
network, so
they can go
JULIAN AUSTIN as art design,
out there and
Station Manager GVBN production
and
much
put GVBN on
their resume.” ----------------------------w more.
“It’s taken a
Austin and a
lot of effort,”
group
of
fellow students have spent the she said. “But it seems

ii

effortless. Every person I’ve
approached and every person
who’s helping me — it’s
contagious. People love it,
they love the idea, and it
inspires them.”
Equipment for filming the
shows is still up in the air, but
Austin said she is looking into
the options of working with
the
School
of
Communications, and may
also work with the Community
Media Center toward that end.
Austin said her vision for
GVBN is a station where
students
can
approach
different
committees
of
directors, actors, set design
and more to pitch program
ideas.
“We want to make it a high
standard, serious station that
can be taken for real in the real
world,” she said.

Faculty debate to tackle religion’s place
■ “Is Religion Good
for Democracy1?'
debate setfor
Monday, Sept 21.
Scott Jones
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The role religion should play
in our government has been
argued since the very birth of
our country. Now the debate is
coming to Grand Valley State
University.
On Sept. 27, four GVSU
faculty members will attempt to
answer the question, "is religion
good for democracy?" in a
public debate sponsored by the
student organization Social
Political
Economic
Environmental Conversations
(SPEEK).
The issue continues to gain
importance as the presidential
race nears Election Day. The
first
presidential
nominee
debate between George W. Bush
and John Kerry is scheduled to
take place on Sept. 30.

“1 think it is really good timing with open minds.
“Dave started [SPEEKJ to talk
for the issue because there is a
lot of talk right now about the about a range of issues and to do
Bush administration justifying it as best they can not only in a
their actions and a lot of their non-partisan way, but to tackle
stances through religion," said issues that can be somewhat
inflammatory,
Dave Redding,
and the role of
president
of %%
religion
in
SPEEK.
American
The
faculty
...it's not just
democracy can
members who
be that,” said
will take part in Christianity.
den Dulk.
the debate are There are a lot of
“It’s
a
Kevin denDulk
question
that
from
the Islamic
doesn't
force
department of
people
either
political science, fundamentalist
way, it’s not like
Michael
Ott
a bias sort of
from
the societies where
thing,” Redding
department of the government
said. “But it’s
sociology and
still engaging,
Carl Watts and can really be
people
start
Paul
Murphy
thinking about
from the history influenced by
how
religion
department.
religion.
affects
Professor den
Dulk, the faculty
DAVE REDDING democracy and
if it’s really
adviser
to
President, SPEEK good
or not.”
SPEEK, said he
Redding said
worked
with
he also wants to
Redding to come
remind people
up
with
an
that the words
interesting issue
that would encourage debate religion and democracy don’t
and allow people to come to it just mean Christianity in the

----------------- 99

United States.
“The topic doesn’t necessarily
have to mean America’s
democracy, because Iraq is now
a democracy and religion has a
big influence over there,” he
said. “And it’s not just
Christianity. There are a lot of
Islamic fundamentalist societies
where the government can
really
be
influenced
by
religion.”
For those that wish to continue
the discussion after the debate,
SPEEK hosts small student
groups every Monday in order
to talk about key issues.
Redding said his goal for the
debate and the subsequent
discussion groups is to get
students
talking
about
democratic issues.
“I’d like to affect people’s
view of democratic issues, like
how they talk about them and
make it more of an open sort of
thing,” he said. “If people can
have
conversations
about
important issues that they really
care about in public with every
body, then I’d be really happy.”
The
faculty
debate
is
scheduled to begin at 8 p.m. at
the Cook-DeWitt Center and is
free to the public.
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MOTMANS
FARM MARKET
0-2717 Riverhill Dr.
Just 1 mile East of the GVSU Campus

Great Tasting
Homegrown Apples Picked
Right From Our Trees.
Farm Fresh Produce, At Great Prices!

NOW OPEN!!
Hours:
8am - 7pm
Closed Sunday

677-1525

f

Show your College I.D. and Receive 10%
off your purchase of $5.00 or more.
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News Briefs

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — An
al-Qaida-linked group led by Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi claimed
Tuesday to have killed the second
of two American hostages — backto-back slayings that have notched
up the Jordanian militant's ruthless
campaign of terror. The claim,
posted on an an Islamic Web site,
could not immediately be verified

Bush Urges World to Unlto
With Iraq
UNITED NATIONS (AP) President Bush, defending his
decision to invade Iraq, urged a
vast assembly of world leaders
Tuesday to stand united with the
country's struggling government
and said the proper response to
spreading violence "is not to
retreat, it is to prevail." The
country's prime minister, Ayad
Allawi. offered an upbeat
assessment after Bush's speech to
the General Assembly of the
United Nations, saying. "We are
winning, we are making progress
ih Iraq, we are defeating terrorists,"
oven as insurgents claimed they
had killed a second American
hostage in two days.
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Student Senate selects new cabinet member

from AP Wire reports

Second U.S. Hostage
Killed In Iraq

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

■ Group breaks
precedent in
nomination for
Executive Vice
President
Forrest Karbowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Last Thursday,
Student
Senate held elections for this
year’s
Executive
Vice
President. Michelle Horvath,
former Vice President of
Student Resources and threeyear member of Student
Senate, was elected into the
position.
“I’m honored by the body
that they thought I’d have the
ability to represent the
students in that way,” Horvath
said.
In the election, the Senate
broke precedent in allowing

newly
appointed
Senator
Dan Thaler
to
run
against
Horvath.
Thaler had
been
appointed
to
the
Senate that
night.
According
to
Senate
procedure, newly appointed
members are not allowed to sit
at the table in the same
meeting in which they have
been appointed, so that there
is not a disproportionate
amount of votes to the actual
number of Senate members.
A motion was brought
forward to allow members
who had just been appointed
to Senate to vote and run for
the position of Executive Vice
President, which failed. Later
in the meeting, however, a
motion to reconsider a hasty

decision was made, and this decision, but I think it was a
time the Senate overturned the quick decision, and because
previous decision, allowing we’re so new as a body people
Thaler to run for the position.
don’t
quite
understand
“I believe that the Senate felt precedent yet.”
that they would like to have a
Horvath said that her past
broad range of representatives experience under two different
run
for the
position,
and %%
they thought he
would be a
I'm honored by administrations
and
her
good person to
memory of the
run,” Student the body that
decisions and
Senate
resolutions
President Jon they thought I'd
Osborn said.
made
during
have the ability that
time will
Horvath said
help her when
the
decision to represent the
was
a
taking on the
significant one Students in that
new
for the Senate.
responsibilities
way.
“The
of her position.
precedent was
“This is a
MICHELLE HORVATH
set for about 40
very
GVSU Student Senate Senate,” young
years, so when
she
Executive Vice President said.
something gets
“So
overturned it’s
having
that
yy knowledge of
a
very
the past few
important time,
I think,” Horvath said. “Not years is going to help during
that the body made the wrong debates. It will help me

understand the dynamics of
different committees and help
them when they’re having
troubles.”
Horvath described her new
responsibilities
as
being
focused on the internal
workings of the Senate,
including
knowing
parliamentary
procedure,
managing the President’s Ball
and serving as an ex-officio
officer for every committee.
She said that this year she
hopes to do more student
outreach, rather than having
students come to the Senate.
“I’m excited to work with
|Horvath|,” Osborn said. “I
think we have a good group
going right now, and I’m
excited to see who’s the next
person to fill the position for
the
student
resources
committee.”
Elections to fill the position
of Vice President of Student
Resources will take place at
tonight’s Senate meeting.

Arboretum offers natural getaway

Haiti Death Toll Hits 691
Alter Storm

AJ Colley

Airlines Told to Turnover
Passenger Data

Taking up a seven acre
portion of the Allendale
campus is a place for students
to study and relax, that some
people may have never
noticed.
The VanSteeland Arboretum,
named after Vice President
Emeritus Ronald VanSteeland,
acts as a learning facility and
an escape for students and
faculty.
“Take a look around when
you’re
walking,”
said
University Arborist Steve
Snell, and the arboretum is
difficult to miss. Some
students don’t even know it
exists, he said, even though
they walk past it every day.
Spanning seven acres, the
arboretum is located near
Zumberge Library. It’s just
north of Au Sable Hall and
bordered by ravines on the
north, west and east.
“It’s a wonderful feature of
the campus,” said Katherine
Kantz, assistant professor of
biology.
Not only is the arboretum a
great teaching tool, Kantz
said, but it’s also good to have
an area for students to go and
sit in the sun.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

'.GONAIVES. Haiti (AP) - The
death toll across Haiti from the
weekend deluges brought by
Tropical Storm Jeanne rose to 691
Tuesday, with 600 of them in
Gonaives. and officials said they
expected to find more dead and
estimated tens of thousands of
people were homeless. Waterlines
up to 10 feet high on Gonaives'
buildings marked the worst of the
storm that sent water gushing
down denuded hills, destroying
homes and crops in the Artibonite
region that is Haiti's breadbasket.

•Washington (ap> Everyone who took a commercial
Bight within the United States in
June will have travel information
tomed over to the government so it
can test a new system for
identifying potential terrorists,
federal officials announced
Tuesday. The Transportation
^security Administration unveiled
details for its previously
announced "Secure Flight"
program, its second attempt at
finding a better way to screen
passengers without infringing on
privacy.

While Allendale is under
snow a decent amount of the
academic year, Snell said
during spring, summer and
into the fall it gives students a
place to relax, study and have
lunch.
“There are a few people who
use it in the winter,” Snell
said, “but not much.”
Kantz said she “frequently”
eats lunch in the arboretum,
emphasizing her appreciation
for it.
“I always see people out
there,” she said, “and so I
know other people appreciate
it too. and that’s a great thing."
About 250 different types of
trees with a total of about 800
trees are scattered throughout
the arboretum. A variety of
botanical specimens can be
found in the arboretum, and
Snell said there’s a lot that
likely wouldn’t be found in
other
parts
of Western
Michigan.
Kantz said she often uses the
arboretum for her classes.
More specifically, she said she
uses it for her botany classes
and she takes her aquatic
plants class to the pond to
identify different plants.
“There’s no comparison,
really, to seeing plants and
how they grow and what they

actually look like,” she said,
adding because much of her
classes are about identifying
plants, it’s essential to have a
place to see them in person.
Kantz also takes her classes
to the arboretum in the winter.
“There’s really no way to
teach a class like that without
having a good resource like
the arboretum on campus,” she
said.
Original work to expand the
arboretum didn’t start until
1996, Snell said, however the
arboretum began in 1989.
In 1990. it saw big changes
as Grand Valley administration
began a program to plant one
tree for every ton of paper that
was recycled at GVSU. On
Oct. 19. 1990, 33 trees were
planted in the new Recycling
Forest. The program was
honored the following year
when GVSU received an
award from the Environment
Protection Agency for their
recycling efforts.
Brochures are available for
anyone
seeking
more
information or a map of the
arboretum. They can be found
in the arch of the arboretum
entrance located between Au
Sable Hall and the Little Mac
Bridge.

Fed Boosts Rate for Third
Time In 2004
WASHINGTON (AP) - With
the economy moving ahead and the
nation's payrolls picking up a bit.
Federal Reserve policy-makers
boosted short-term interest rates
for a third time this year — but left
economists split about when the
next increase might come. Fed
Chairman Alan Greenspan and his
Federal Open Market Committee
colleagues — the group that sets
interest-rate policy — increased
the target for the federal funds rate
from 1.50 percent to 1.75 percent.
The funds rate is the interest banks
charge each other on overnight
Ipans and is the Fed's primary tool
for influencing economic activity.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Sara /. Gross

Craig Kllborn's shoes
Oiled by many
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Craig
Kilbom's departure from CBS’
The Late Late Show’’ opened the
door for a parade of guest hosts.
Drew Carey pulled duty Monday
and Tuesday, to be followed
through next week by D.L.
Hughley. Michael Ian Black and
Ana Gastcycr.
. Future guest hosts include Tom
Arnold, Tom Drecsen. David Alan
Grier, Ahmad Rashad. Jim Rome
and Aisha Tyler.
Kilbom's decision to leave the
talk show after five years caught
the network by surprise, and a
permanent host has yet to be
announced. Guest hosts will appear
at least through the end of October.
CBS said Tuesday.
The show, which follows 'Late
Show with David Letterman." is
produced by Lcttcrman's company.
Worldwide Pants.
Kilbom left at the end of August,
saying he wanted to pursue writing
and producing other TV projects.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Sara /. Cross

For more on thoss stories
MU more see our
Nstton/Wortd section on
gages 04 and 05
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Where have all the
dollars gone?
While students on GVSU’s Pew Campus reap
the benefits of the newly instituted parking fee
increase via a new parking ramp, students in
Allendale wonder if the university is using the
added revenue fairly.
As GVSU sings the praises of the new parking ramp downtown,
students who only attend classes on the Allendale Campus are
beginning to wonder what exactly the university is doing with
their hard-earned $190. Parking on the Allendale Campus has not
improved, regardless of attempts to expand lots and increase the
number of available spaces.
One student who wrote an anonymous letter to the Lanthorn put
it perfectly: “The only difference between last year and this year
is that last year, I had trouble finding a parking spot every day.
Now, I have to pay GVSU $190 a year to have an equally hard
time finding a spot.”
Although the university took into account student concerns and
suggestions while weighing options about parking solutions on
campus, they have betrayed the trust of students by
misrepresenting the requests and needs of students.
Students who are able to take advantage of the downtown ramp
may not see a problem with the inequality of the parking
improvements, but for those whose major and class locations
don’t require a trip to the bustling life of downtown Grand
Rapids, the increases in parking lot sizes are, simply put,
inadequate.
Citing concerns that parking was allocated in the wrong places,
students feel that the so-called improvements aren’t worth the
money that it is costing them to drive to campus.
Add to the equation the ill will felt by students who walk past
empty faculty and staff parking every day, and the university has
a fair portion of the student body who is downright angry about
the entire situation.
The administration can always fall back on the argument that it
took the initiative to allow students input in the parking process,
to which students who did not attend have no counterpoint.
However, you won’t see an administrator pulling on hats, gloves
and scarves to tell that to students trudging through snowbanks
five feet deep from the farthest commuter lots that border Laker
Village in the middle of January.
The university must acknowledge their mistake and make
amends with the students by assuring them that the remainder of
the money will be used to improve the Allendale situation before
even more money is allocated to a project that only a portion of
students use on a regular basis.
While realizing that parking is a touchy issue on campus, it was
irresponsible of the university to use the new revenue unfairly.
While solving a pressing issue on the downtown campus, they
may have inadvertently created a much larger one with students
in Allendale.

This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked eight community members:

Is It realistic for students to
graduate in four years?

“It depends on how
hard you want to work
on it, like if you want to
put in the time and
effort. ”

7 think that after four
years, it takes a lot of
time and effort past
that."

“It depends on the
student. The average
student, no, because
there's more classes
for a major than time
allotted. ”

Katie Swigart
Freshman
Animal Biology

Megan Oisten
Sophomore
Nursing

David Navarro
Sophomore
Bio-med

“Yeah, you usually
have two years to get
your gen eds out of the
way, and then you’ve
got two years to work
towards starting a
master's degree. So,
four or five years is
reasonable. ”

“No, because of
scheduling conflicts.
Like, how they'll only
offer a course every
other semester or only
once a year. ”

Josh Coffman
Freshman
Accounting and
Business Administration

Jonathan Ginka
Senior
Interim

7 think it can be but I
think five or six years
is more realistic.”

Tami Bleeker
Sophomore
Elementary
Education/Math

“No, they have too
many classes you
have to take that
aren't for your
major. Like they
make me take
music when I'm
going into the
health field.”

“Yes, because if that
student is determined
and has a goal in
mind, they'll do
whatever is
necessary to achieve
it.”

Gloria Arrandondo
Health Science

Denise Shulte
Mom of a GVSU
freshman

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Standing room only on buses
Brian Perry
writes for the GVL opinion.
His views do not necessarily
represent those of the
newspaper.
“It’s standing room only,”
said one student of the bus
situation this year. As far as
I’ve seen that’s certainly true.
But the way the “standing
room” plays itself out each
time is rather peculiar.
Take Celebration on the
Grand for example. I got on the
bus at Kirkhof and found
almost all the seats were taken.
When we got to Mackinac we
picked up more passengers
until all but one seat was filled.
Two young women got on the
bus. and being friends, neither
sat in the remaining seat. They
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were content to stand together.
The final passenger was a
slightly gray-haired man in a
business suit. He looked stately
until he made the move.
Without a word the business
man pushed past the two young
ladies and took the last seat. I
was appalled. Without offering
the last seat to one of the
ladies, without even saying
“excuse me,” this man forever
tarnished the legacy of the
business suit.
Later in the trip I witnessed
an event that showed the softer
side of humanity. As we got
into the suburban section of
Lake Michigan Drive (Walker?
Standale? The city limits
change faster than my major),
two families with small
children got on the bus. All of
the students sitting in the front

seats (but not the businessman)
got up and moved to the back
and let the families sit down
together. It was a proud
moment in Grand Valley bus
history.
These moments are just two
of the many we will all
encounter this year. I hope that
as they play out we’ll enjoy
more of the latter. Men, if you
see a young lady looking
exhausted on her way to yet
another class, offer her your
seat. This will not only prove
how manly you are, it will also
endear you to the female
population here at GVSU.
Ladies, some men are painfully
shy. If you really want a seat go
ahead and ask. On behalf of the
men of Grand Valley, I declare
that we will oblige.
If you too are painfully shy.

A

there are ways to make your
bus
encounters
more
beneficial. Much like dating,
the art of attaining a bus seat is
all about eye contact. Find the
guy sitting nearest to you.
Make eye contact with him and
sigh in exasperation. If he
doesn’t get the point, the next
step is more blatant. Blow him
a kiss, and suggest that he
looks like a real gentleman. If
he offers you the seat, laugh to
yourself about how you conned
another sucker. If he doesn’t,
tell him the story of how your
father gave up his seat to your
mother, and they’ve been
happily married ever since.
Finally, if all else fails, just
drop your backpack into his
lap. If the rotten jerk won’t
give up his seat, the least he
can do is hold your books.

“Regnery did a hell ofajob. ”

- Chuck Martin
GVSU Head Football Coach

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter
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length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.
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GVl LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
This letter has two purpos
es, the first is to address the stu
dent parking situation on cam
pus and the second is to address
my feelings concerning the up
coming election.
The condition of student
parking on the Allendale cam
pus here at GVSU is horrible.
In the past it was bad enough
that commuting students were
forced to be on campus at least
a half hour early and also forced
to stalk departing commuter
students to even find a parking
spot just to make it to class on
time. Now that the brilliant
minds of the GVSU faculty
have instituted a $95.00 per
semester parking fee has any
thing changed? The answer that
question is a resounding NO.
Nothing has changed, stu
dents still have to be on campus
at least a half hour before their
class begins and they still have
to stalk departing commuters to
find a parking spot. The only
thing that has changed is what
was once free and aggravating
is now very expensive and
aggravating. Not to mention the
fact that faculty and staff do not
have to pay for their passes and
they are also given all the best
spots and plenty of them. I
never see an arriving professor
stalking a departing professor
just so they can find a parking
spot. I never see any faculty or
staff forced to walk a half-mile
from their car to their respec
tive building on campus either.
This is because all faculty and
staff get the parking spots near
the front and all students are
forced to park out in no man’s
land.
I would like to know what
GVSU is using our $190.00 a
year for, because it sure is not
for parking improvements. I
will grant them the new parking
ramp at the downtown campus,
but I never had a problem park
ing downtown, I was always
able to find a spot to park my
car. Allendale has always been
where the parking problem has
been the worst and they have
done nothing to improve that. I
wonder if this is because none
of the faculty or staff ever has
to fight for a parking spot the
way that students have to fight
for a spot? There is plenty that
GVSU could do to solve the
parking problem in Allendale,
but they are choosing not to do
so. They built a parking ramp
downtown, why not build one
in Allendale. One four-story
parking ramp built on the North
side of the Field House would
solve all of the parking prob
lems on campus. Students
would not even care if faculty
and staff received rights to the
first two levels of the ramp just
build it. No student would ever
have to stalk another student for
a parking spot and commuters
could leave their residence at a
reasonable time instead of hav
ing to leave so early. The stu
dents of GVSU pay very large
sums of money each semester
to get an education. Along with
that education comes many
stresses, weather they be over
an exam or an assignment that
is due or a project that is due. I
do not feel that one of those
stresses should be weather or
not we will be able to find a
parking spot and be to class on
time. Take our $190.00 each
year and do something with it,
make things better for the stu
dents that help pay all of your
paychecks.
As for the upcoming elec
tions, I am so tired of hearing
false accusations and ridicule
concerning President Bush.
Directly after 9/11 every citizen
in the U.S. was screaming,
“Whatever it takes”. Now that
Bush has done exactly what the
American public asked him to
do you are all turning on him?
What are your reasons for turn
ing on him, well the biggest
reason seems to be the war in
Iraq and the absence of
WMD’s. You mock and ridicule
him for saying that the intelli
gence said that WMD’s existed
and that we knew where they
were, but then there was none
found. 90 percent of you who
did this don’t have even the
slightest clue as to how intelli
gence gathering and then the
interpretation of the collected
data even work. Put yourself in
this position, your in a group of
lets say 20 people split up in to
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smaller groups of five each.
That makes four groups of five
people. Now take seven differ
ent 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle
pieces empty them all into one
pile, mix them up and then sep
arate them into four piles. Now
you as the intelligence agent
have to work with the pieces in
your group and attempt to tell
some one what you think each
picture looks like. Yes you all
are right what we thought we
had proof of we did not, but this
does not mean that he never had
WMD’s or never had the capa
bility of producing WMD’s.
The whole world knew that at
one point Saddam had in his
stockpile large amounts of
lethal gas. He was ordered to
destroy this stockpile. Now
Saddam said that he destroyed
it, but would never offer any
proof that this actually did
occur. So my question to you is
this, are we just supposed to
trust him, and say, “OK —
thanks for letting us know.” If
you think this way then I am
sorry but you would have been
very sorry down the road.
Saddam was a sworn enemy
of the U.S., he openly harbored
terrorist operations within the
borders of Iraq, he murdered
and terrorized his own people,
forced them to live in poverty
while he lived a rich man’s
lifestyle and for these reasons
alone he needed to be removed
from power. Not to mention the
fact that the search of Iraq for
the presence of WMD’s is not
over, the U.S. and it’s coalition
members are still digging up
Mirage Fighter Jets that were
wrapped in plastic and buried in
the desert. There is no telling
where we might find WMD’s. I
am also sure that if you had
been a citizen of Iraq your opin
ion of weather or not the U.S.
should have helped you or not
would be quite different. So far
Bush has done nothing but
make promises to keep us the
American people safe from
another attack like that of 9/11
and has kept every single one of
his promises. How any of you
can sit there and fault him for
anything he has done during his
Presidency is beyond my ability
to comprehend. This is a
democracy and you all have
every right to vote for whoever
you want to vote for and I
encourage you to go out and do
so. but do not fault a man for
caring for you and keeping you
safe for the past three years.

Gary Tidd
Junior GVSU
To The Editor:
As a proud conservative and
a supporter of George W. Bush,
I would like to make my point
clear on why we should re-elect
him for another four years. First
of all we all remember where
we were on the fateful three
years ago on 9/11. When our
beloved country came under
attack from 19 men who per
verted a peaceful religion and
turned it into a warped vision
who said they were doing God’s
will. But I came to realize that
when the first plane struck the
first tower, that we were at war,
and those first few days after
the attacks I had thanked God
that George W. Bush was in
office because we finally had a
president that was going to do
something about the terrorist
threat against our nation.
Since then he has come
under constant attack from the
Democratic Party. They have
been saying that the only reason
why we went into Iraq was for
the oil and that he has misled
our country. But you can’t for
get the incessant rhetoric about
how we have squandered inter
national support by going into
Iraq alone and that he never
gave peace a chance. The one
thing I don’t understand is how
they can say we went in alone.
Because along with our closest
ally Great Britain and with the
courageous Tony Blair taking
an unpopular stance stood firm
with us along with 39 other
nations. Now, I don’t call that
going in alone, last I remember
it was called the coalition of the
“Willing”. But that is only part
of the problem, the democrats
have had it out for Bush. I think
for one reason he is an efficient
and effective leader and they
don’t like that. He has accom
plished much in the past three

and a half
years.
Just look at the legislation
he has accomplished. He has
passed education reform, pro
vided the largest tax cut in his
tory and he has fought and won
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Just to point it out the tax cuts
were not for the "rich” despite
what the Left and the media
have been saying. Since I
believe that national security
and the war on terror trump all
other issues in this election.
That is the main reason why I
am voting for Bush in
November because I think we
need a strong leader who has
clarity and the backbone. The
rhetoric from John Kerry just
worries me. Like "I am gonna
fight a more sensitive War on
terror” what does that mean that
were are gonna hand out roses
the next time the terrorists
attack our lands again? Oh
yeah, and the record worries
me, I am not gonna go on with
it because I could go on for a
while about his record. I am
sorry, but every time he opens
his mouth he somehow gets his
foot firmly implanted in it. I am
gonna close with this; just
remember
that
come
November we can elect Bush
for another term or elect Kerry
who’s plans seem fuzzy at best.
I for one though don’t want a
fuzzy vision, I want the person
who is gonna stand up and take
down the terrorists around the
globe. Not somebody who is
gonna go and plead to the U.N.
for support, because every time
the U.N. has gotten involved
the U.S. has had the bear the
brunt of the cost. So lets all re
elect the right man for office.

Ben Hayden
To The Editor:
I’ve wondered why I’ve
heard nothing of the environ
mental record of Mr. Bush, the
worse of any President in histo
ry. 1 was blaming environmen
tal groups but now I know the
real reason.
The
corporations
who
finance his campaigns, whose
former employees he appointed
to run the federal agencies
designed to protect us and our
public lands from them, own
the media outlets, or threaten
them with lawsuits or lost rev
enue.
General Electric is the par
ent company of NBC, one of
the most watched news outlets.
They’re responsible for 86
Superfund toxic waste sites
around the country, and are the
company who destroyed the
Hudson River with PCBs,
among other things. They are
facing billions in cleanup costs
for it.
The biggest story of this
election should be the corporate
takeover of the federal govern
ment and the "air waves” that
by law are supposed to be
owned by the public for the
good of our democracy.
Go back to the months prior
to 9/11, when the Bush admin
istration’s obvious agenda from
the beginning was suspending
every Clinton-Gore environ
mentally
friendly
action.
There was the National Energy
Policy written by the still secret
task force composed of energy
company executives and lobby
ists.
9/11 explains why we start
ed the War on Terrorism. We
may never know the real rea
sons for starting the War on
Iraq. However, both of these
have been perfect “smoke
screens” for the corporate
takeover of our government and
liquidation of our natural
resources for cash. They are
newsworthy stories, but I keep
thinking about that movie the
“Wag the Dog” with Robert De
Niro and Dustin Hoffman.
The biggest threat to
Democracy is not terrorism, but
corporate takeover. Please read
Robert Kennedy’s new book,
“Crimes against Nature,” espe
cially chapter 10. And hurry.
It’s getting late. Then, please
tell others and vote.

Don’t let the name fool you
Nikki Runciman
writes for the GVL Student
Opinion. Her views do not
necessarily represent those
of the newspaper.
This past weekend, my
friends and I decided to forfeit
our usual celebration on the
Grand gig, in exchange for a les
son in wakeboarding and surfing
on Lake Michigan. The water
was cold, the waves were weak
and at first none of us could even
get on the dam boards at all, let
alone actually learn how to
maneuver the ensuing waves and
rapids. My frustration and help
lessness was reminiscent of sim
ilar feelings I often get when rid
ing a different kind of rapid,
which some of you may be
familiar with yourselves... the
Rapid. You know the one — our
very own GVSU inter-campus
commuter bus, loved and
revered the world over? Yep,

that’s the one. Well, during my
adventures, both this weekend
attempting to ride actual rapids
of Lake Michigan and while a
passenger on the S.S. Rapid bus,
I’ve been enlightened by a few
pieces of sage wisdom that I’d
like to share with you.
First of all, don’t be fooled
by the name, "The Rapid.” It is
rarely, if ever, on time. In fact,
they might as well get a Sharpie
marker and scribble the word
“eventually” across alleged
departure and arrival schedules,
posted near each stop. Possibly,
in living up to its name, the only
thing ‘rapid’ about riding the
bus, is the pace at which you’ll
find yourself becoming violently
annoyed. When the driver won’t
let you on, due to “overcapacity”
or in the event that you are able
to board the vessel and there’s a
guy wedged between you and
the glass (who apparently forgot
to apply deodorant before leav
ing for class) and this tempts you
to explode with profanity.

remind yourself of one thing:
You still have to ride the bus
back after class. Incase statistics
rule against your favor and you
end up on a bus with the same
driver and/or deodorant guy, you
don’t want to risk paying the
consequences do you? What it
said pissed off bus driver lady
holds you down so that deodor
ant guy can smear his underarm
on your face for pay-backs from
that morning? What will you
possibly do to un-tarnish your
reputation? Nothing can be done
in this situation in order for you
to turn back the hands of time
and re-establish yourself as a
sane and competent passenger
whatsoever.
That is why I
advise you to keep your cool,
grin and simply tell yourself that
although the tides have delivered
you a spell of unfortunate luck,
do as Sean "Puffy” combs does
and "... breathe, stretch, shake,
let it go...”

GVL STUDENT RESOURCES
Meningococcal disease is a
serious bacterial infection. It can
cause
meningitis,
severe
swelling of the brain and spinal
cord. It can also lead to sepsis, a
life-threatening blood infection.
Meningococcal disease is
difficult to diagnose and treat. It
often begins with symptoms that
can be mistaken for the flu or
other respiratory infections. But
unlike more common infections,
meningococcal disease can get
worse very rapidly, and can kill
a healthy adult in 48 hours or
less. In fact, up to one of five
people who develop meningo
coccal disease will die. Of those
who survive, one in five will
suffer from permanent disabili
ties such as amputation, severe
scarring, brain damage, and
hearing loss.
Recognizing the characteris
tic signs and symptoms of
meningococcal disease is criti
cal and potentially lifesaving.
The most common early symp
toms of meningitis are similar to
the flu. Many people complain
about having a headache, fever,
stiff neck, extreme fatigue, nau
sea. vomiting and sensitivity to
light. Some people develop a

purplish black red rash of small
dots, mainly on their legs and
arms. Remember, time is of the
essence when it comes to the
treatment of meningococcal dis
ease. SO SEEK MEDICAL
TREATMENT IMMEDIATELY
if you become ill while at col
lege and have any symptoms of
meningococcal disease.
Although
meningococcal
disease is uncommon, the risk
for this disease is higher for
young people living on campus.
College freshmen living in dor
mitories have a six times greater
chance of meningococcal dis
ease than other college stu
dents, according to data from
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
No one knows why college
students living on campus are
more likely to get meningococ
cal disease. The bacteria may
live harmlessly in someone’s
nose and throat, be passed along
by a cough or a shared glass,
and eventually reach a vulnera
ble person who becomes seri
ously ill. There can also be out
breaks of meningococcal dis
ease in which many people are
infected.

Fortunately, 68 to 83 percent
of meningococcal disease in
college students is caused by
strains of bacteria that are
potentially vaccine preventable.
That is why many schools
require or recommend meningo
coccal
vaccination.
Meningococcal vaccination can
greatly reduce the risk of getting
a very serious infection. The
vaccine helps to protect against
the most common forms of the
bacteria.
The vaccine is very well tol
erated. However, as with all
vaccines, some reactions can
happen.. The most common is
soreness or redness at the injec
tion site for one or two days. A
small number of people may
have other reactions like
headache, fever, aches, or chills.
The GVSU Campus Health
Center has the vaccine available
for $85.00. Payment can be
made at the time of service or
applied to the student’s tuition
bill.
For more information
please contact the Campus
Health
Center
at
163B
Fieldhouse Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
or by calling 331-2435.

Ray Mathis
Health Education
Department Chair
McHenry Community
High School
McHenry, IL 60050

Bikuris
Bar & Grill
76 S. Division
Located Downtown at the comer of
Division and Oakes

Open Monday-Saturday
11 am - 2 am

Sunday
6 pm - 2 am

BIKINI DANCERS & WAITSTAFF
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Student leaders develop skills at workshops
■ Studetti Lifesponsored workshops
are open to everyone
who wants to develop
their leadership skills.
Angela Harris
Grand Valley Lanthorti
Student leaders are in high
demand at any college campus.
Grand Valley State University is
supplying its leaders with a
series of workshops called
Excellence in Leadership to
provide them with the skills
needed to become better leaders.
The workshops began Sept. 13
with a kickoff program at the
Student Organization Center in
Kirkhof. They will continue

throughout the school year.
Tilaine Bell, the graduate
assistant in the Office of Student
Life and coordinator for the
events, said that the purpose of
the workshops is to develop new
leaders and to continue the
development of experienced
leaders.
Valerie Holmes, assistant
director of the Office of Student
Life, said the workshops can
help students to develop better
leadership skills.
“It is adding to their package
as a student or leader,” Holmes
said.
The Excellence in Leadership
workshops also provide students
with
information
about
leadership skills instead of
requiring students to find such
information individually.
The programs are open to
individuals and to organizations
in order to improve their skills.
Each program focuses on one

is
“Developing
skill that future or current October’s
leaders may need to help them Team,”
November’s
is
“Budgeting,”
become better
and December’s
leaders.
is
“Stress
Holmes said
Management.”
program topics
The theme in
were
chosen
[the workshops
January
is
based
on
“Inspiring
popularity t of are] adding to
last year’s topics
their package as a Leadership,”
February’s
is
and the requests
from students student or leader.
“Talking
through
this year.
This
year’s
VALERIE HOLMES Barriers,”
is
topics include
Assistant director of the March’s
how to build and
Office of Student Life “Transitions,”
and April’s is
maintain
an
“Now What;?”
organization,
The
#next
personal
and
workshop, "So
organizational
budgeting
troubleshooting, What, Now What?,” is on Sept.
stress management, and how to 27 and will cover issues related
to recruitment, retention and
create a network.
Each month’s topics are public relations.
Holmes said the Office of
related by a monthly theme.
September’s theme is “How to Student Life chose this topic
Grow
An
Organization,” because organizations have
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reported
having
problems
recruiting
members
and
retaining them.
“It is a way to ask what to do
about it and to impact change,”
Holmes said.
This year the Office of Student
Life offers these workshops on
demand. If an organization,
living center, or hall in a dorm
would like to see a program put
on about a topic that is not being
covered, the group will design a
workshop to fit their needs. If an
organization can not attend a
workshop, the Office of Student
Life will send a speaker to the
organization, upon request.
Bell said the speakers for
workshops on demand are
faculty and alumni members or
are trained facilitators from the
Office of Student Life.
“It is a good way to get people
to come to the meetings and a
good way for them (co
sponsoring organizations! to get

their name out,” Bell said.
New this year to the
Excellence
in
Leadership
workshop is the ability for
students
to earn
special
recognition at the Student Life
recognition ceremony in April.
In order to qualify for this
recognition, students must
volunteer for four hours of
community service and attend
six workshops throughout the
year. For an organization to
qualify, it must also volunteer
community service hours and its
members must attend 10 of the
workshops.
Each workshop is a “Do
Something” event and attendees
will earn the “S” sticker.
All workshops are held in the
Student Organization Center in
the lower level of Kirkhof unless
otherwise
advertised.
Workshops are held every other
Monday at noon or 5 p.m., on a
rotating basis.

New group a social
outlet for students of color
Sharon Mason
Grand Valley Lanthorn
For many students, the college
experience is often where their
first hand of diversity is dealt.
Sometimes it is not always the
easiest hand to play.
At Grand Valley State
University, students can use
many on-campus resources to
help ease themselves into a new
way of life, including religious
groups, counseling groups and
groups oriented specifically at
promoting
and
accepting
diversity as a way of living.
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs,
located
in
130
Commons, provides students of
color with a place to find
educational and social support.
The OMA offers four academic
opportunities for students of
color and one new program
called Students Promoting
Diversity and Leadership.
SPDL is a mentor and mentee
organization that provides
student-to-student
support
during the transitional period of
moving to campus. It is also an
initiative designed as a social
outlet for students of color.
Connie
Dang,
associate
director of the OMA, said she

sees opportunity waiting at the
door as new and returning
students arrive on campus this
fall. Though the OMA has
contacted
many
first-year
students
who
classify
themselves as a minority during
the summer, there are new
initiatives and events to attend.
Emily Sellers is the president
of SPDL. She said the program
is for first-year students,
especially.
“This program is designed to
provide first-year multicultural
students with the personal, social
and academic support needed to
help them be successful and
enjoy their first year at Grand
Valley,” she said.
SPDL is a student-driven
program, in which students plan
social activities.
“I want to create a fun, relaxed
and casual kind of student
service to complement already
existing programs,” Dang said.
She said she wanted to create a
program that allows students to
exchange ideas and become
friends and also a place where
first-year students can talk about
concerns they aren’t comfortable
discussing with a faculty or staff
member.
The program’s mentors are
upperclassmen students of color

who have been involved with the
OMA’s cohort educational
programs. They are currently
beginning a training workshop
for SPDL and will be paired up
one-on-one with a first year
student.
Dang said this style of
program allows both mentors
and mentees grow through their
own motivation.
She said mentors can enhance
their
leadership.
advising,
interpersonal
and
communication
skills
and
mentees can ease into life at
GVSU with access to cultural
experiences, information and
activities.
After a yearlong participation
in SPDL. mentees can work
toward serving as a mentor for
the following school year, Dang
said.
SPDL held its first social event
during Laker Late Night on Sept.
19. and also hosted a recruitment
table during the Sept. 13
Multicultural Student Reception.
Any
first-year
students
interested in participating in the
program can visit Connie Dang
in the OMA office or e-mail her
at dangc@gvsu.edu.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/oma.

Women’s welcome
reception brings new
ideas, energy
Maribeth Holtz
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Energy for a new year of
ensuring an environment that
supports the rights of all
women at Grand Valley State
University was at the Women’s
Welcome Reception Sept. 16.
Mostly staff and faculty
attended the event, held in
Kirkhof Center, in order to
discuss possible ideas for the
year. Nanette Reynolds, senior
advisor to President Murray,
was the main speaker at the
event.
“It’s an opportunity for
faculty and staff, both men and
women, to raise consciousness
on womens’ concerns on
campus,”
said
Jo
Ann
Wassenaar, assistant director of
the Women’s Center.
The Women’s Commission,
the main sponsor of the event,
presented ideas for the future
of supporting women’s rights
on campus. Ideas discussed
included providing infant care
on campus and improving
benefits for domestic and same
sex partners.
The Women’s Commission is
a group of GVSU faculty and
staff, committed to working in
partnership with the university
to develop policies that remove
barriers that impede women’s
learning, professional growth,
creativity, employment and
society.
Reynolds spoke about her
experiences being a black
woman in educational systems
and trying to be successful in a
society of racial and gender
biases.
Reynolds has a doctorate
degree in education from
Harvard. She began her
professional career in the
1960s and has served as the

director of the Michigan
Women’s Commission. She
spent the last 10 years as the
director of the Michigan
Department of Civil Rights and
came to work at GVSU in
April.
Reynolds
spoke
about
women having to prove
themselves doubly when on the
tenure track and about “the
proverbial glass ceiling, whom
so many of us have cracked our
heads up against for so long
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Sara /. Gross
that you’d think that it would
Dr. Nanette Reynolds addressed
shatter.”
GVSU staff and students at the
She said that women need to opening speech of this year for the
come together and improve the Women's Center Commission.
climate of gender bias for
generations to come.
campus.
“Our efforts are all for a
“I know the Commission has
legacy of social justice and and will continue to engage in
peace for my daughters and research on various issues that
granddaughters,
and
for are
important
to
our
daughters who
community,”
are
students
____ she said.
here at Grand
------------------------Reynolds
Valley, and for
added
that
all
other
Our efforts are
women are not
daughters
of
“honeys
or
any age or any all for a legacy of
babes or girls
background,
longer” but
social justice and any
anywhere,
are in fields that
whether they peace for my
are historically
are ours or
nontraditional
daughters and
not,” she said.
fields
for
Carol Kountz,
women.
a member of granddaughters
“Contrary to
the
Women’s
when I began
Commission,
professional
NANETTE REYNOLDS my
said Reynolds
life in the late
Senior Advisor to 1960s, we’re
will be a voice
President Murray not ashamed
that will make
the
GVSU ____________
now to reveal
community a
our drive and
better place for
our ambition,”
women and minorities.
she said.
“Certainly she has the
The
Women’s
Welcome
experience to be a spark plug in Reception was also sponsored
our community.” Kountz said.
by Positive Black Women, the
Reynolds said even though Women’s Center, the Office of
she’s not a member of the Planning and Equity, and the
Women’s Commission, she will Women and Gender Studies
support it, as a woman on department.
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Dr. Ronald Stephens enjoys the food at the Multicultural Student Reception. Dr. Stephens is the Coordinator of the
African/African Americans Studies as well as Assistant Professor in the Sociology department.

GVSU hosts Autumn Health Forums:
Experts to speak about today’s health issues
■ Autumn Health
Forums provide an
opportunityfor the
West Michigan
community to
learn about
current health issues.
Angela Harris
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Every year millions of
students go away to school for
the first time faced with the
possibility of gaining the
infamous “freshman fifteen”
and with the task of deciding
how to live a healthy lifestyle
on their own without the help of
their parents.
For the third year, Grand
Valley
State
University
Continuing Education and the
Grand
Rapids
Medical
Education and Research Center
for Health Professions will host
the Autumn Health Forums as a
way to help educate West
Michigan about various health
issues. Saint Mary’s Mercy
Medical Center and Spectrum
Health are cosponsors.
These
forums
are
an
opportunity for the public to
speak with various health care
professionals about today’s
leading health issues such as
living a healthy lifestyle and
eating healthier foods.
Melissa Peraino, from the
Division
of
Continuing
Education, said these forums
bring national experts to West
Michigan to talk about issues of
health and health care. She said
that these issues concern and
affect everyone, not just the
people in the health care
professions.

»

“We will be talking about not obesity in America and what
only saving our own lives, but society can do about it.
also helping the community,”
Peraino said that Critser will
focus on how obesity became
Peraino said.
Dr. Kent Bottles, president such a problem in America and
and C.E.O. of the Grand ways that Americans can
Rapids Medical Education and change this problem.
She added that each forum
Research Center, said the
theme for this year's forums is will last one hour and the last
how to activate the community fifteen minutes will be an open
through an interdisciplinary dialogue between the audience
team made up of doctors, and the speaker so that the
nurses,
psychologists, community can have an
physician assistants, and other opportunity to ask questions.
health care workers rather than
“We hope to build a bridge
between health care, GVSU,
individually.
This year’s forums include, because it is a leader in the
“Building Effective Coalitions health science area now because
to Activate the
Healthy of the new building downtown,
Community," “The Obesity and the community through
Revolution,”
“Mobilizing these forums,” Peraino said.
Communities
to
Promote
Bottles said that the forums
Health and Social Justice,” and were started three years ago
“Community
when he first
Health
moved
to
Improvement: A
Grand Rapids
Call to Action.”
and
became
We will be
The
topics
president
were chosen by talking about
because
he
an
noticed a gap
interdisciplinary
between
the
not only saving
team at GVSU.
general public
This team picked our own lives,
and the various
the topics based but also helping
health
care
on what they
organizations
thought would the community.
in
West
affect health care
Michigan.
policies
and
MELISSA PERAINO Bottles hopes
business
and
GVSU Division of to close this
what
topics
by
Continuing Fxlucation gap
would
most
bringing
in
affect
the
experts to the
community.
Autumn Health
Shoshanna
Forums
to
Sofaer, the Robert P. Luciano speak about the health issues
Professor of Health Care Policy prevalent in today’s society.
at Baruch College in New York,
All of the forums will be held
will be the first speaker on Sept. downtown at the Loosemore
30 and will talk about “Building Auditorium in the DeVos
Effective Coalitions to Activate Center from noon to I p.m. The
the Healthy Community.”
forums are free and the public is
Greg Critser, author of the welcome to attend. For more
New York Times best seller information or to register for a
“Fat Land: How Americans forum,
visit
Became the Fattest People in http://www.gvsu.edu/ahf or call
the World," will speak at the (616) 331-7180
next forum on Oct. 27 about
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New South housing
offers electronic edge

Courtesy / Kevin Timmer
A kickball participant desperately tries to outrun a throw to avoid an out during GVSU's summer kickball league.

Playground game revived at GVSU
■ Summer kickball
leagueformed by
students.

playground pastime of kickball to see which team would go
began last summer on Timmer’s first.”
birthday at the baseball field of
The game always changed and
GVSU. The group of players the players always tried
continued the “season” at local something
new. Timmer’s
elementary
kickball
schools
but
------------------------- games did not
eventually,
the
contain
interest faded.
typical
We
wanted
to
"This summer, 1
kickball rules.
had more free keep everything
Beginning
time and friends
each
game
in the area and we light and fun...
with a lap
were able to play
around
the
We prided
around
fifteen
field,
some
games,” Timmer ourselves on
jumping jacks,
said.
and personal
“We wanted to being completely
stretch time,
keep everything
10
to
25
light and fun,” he amateur.
people
added. “We never
participated in
KEVIN TIMMER most games.
practiced.
We
GVSU Senior
prided ourselves
People
on
being
dressed up as
completely
---------------often
as
-------------------------------amateur.
We
possible
as
chose teams by
various
counting off, never with team characters including a tomato, a
captains picking players. We magician, pirates, wait staff,
would play rock-scissors-paper cowboys and ninjas.

a

Jessica Russell
Grand Valley Lanlhorn
There are always many
different activities students at
Grand Valley State University
can participate in, including
seeing movies in Kirkhof, going
for a swim in the pool and
eating dinner at Kleiner or the
Fresh Food Company. As senior
Kevin
Timmer
has
demonstrated,
however,
students are not limited to only
the activities provided for them
on campus.
Timmer and about 60 other
GVSU students spent their free
time this summer organizing
and participating in kickball
games throughout the area.
The idea of participating in the

Get your news!
Every Week

“We even tried playing with a
trampoline, but failed,” Timmer
said.
Timmer said each team
needed to have a name and a
cheer in order to participate.
The object of kickball is to
advance more runners across
home plate than the opposing
team, very similar to baseball or
softball. The GVSU students
used the traditional rubber ball
and rolled it to the kicker in
order to run players around the
bases. In the end. the team that
earned more points by getting
the most players across home
base won.
Timmer said he chose to play
kickball because he is not a
skilled athlete.
“I’m not good at any sports,”
he said. “I’m not even good at
kickball, but it has always been
my favorite sport, especially as
a kid. I’m ridiculous and like to
do things associated with my
childhood.”

www.lonthorn.com

Shop the Friendly Community of

Ah, a new year, new classes, and
a full-size refrigerator?
That’s right, the new year brings
new housing and the latest living
quarters on campus are known as
South A and South B. Located
between the Performing Arts
Center and the Grand Valley
Apartments, they give students
another option when it comes to
living on campus.
Also known as the E-Buildings,
each three-story building can house
230 students. They are the only
residence to feature an elevator,
which makes the entire building
wheelchair accessible.
Fashioned to be apartments,
rooms come furnished with a
couch and chair in the living room,
a dining room set and a full-size
refrigerator and stove in the
kitchen. The design was influenced
by the North and West housing, as
well as input from students.
Each building features more than
100 pieces of artwork from GVSU
students.
Altogether, the buildings have six
large lounge areas in addition to
three smaller lounges. The smaller
ones are located on the upper
floors, where students can do
homework or socialize. The other,
larger lounges feature highdefinition wide screen televisions.
In addition, there are meeting
rooms on every floor, where
students can participate in group
activities in a private environment.
The halls boast a high-tech
security system. Students swipe a

card, and then enter a T^digit pin
number to open their doors. The.
doors then lock automatically
when shut.
An alarm system activates if a
door is propped open for longer
than 60 seconds, which will signal
the nearest resident assistant.
Of course, this all comes at aprice. A 4-bedroom, 2-bathroom
unit costs $2,140. A 2-bedroom, 1bathroom unit costs $2,560 and a
1-bedroom, 1-bathroom unit costs
$3,060. These prices are per
semester. The rooms are only
available for upperclassmen.
Despite the costs, third-year
student Greg Paulsen, a South A
resident, is satisfied with his home.
“The rooms are fantastic,” he
said. "Really, it’s amazing. I’ve
been pleased with most aspects of
it. It’s reasonably well furnished.
The only complaint I have with the
furniture is that the couches seem
to be made of Styrofoam. They
aren’t great, but that’s hardly
anything to complain about."
Mike Kinney, RA for the third
floor of South A. has heard similar
responses.
“From the residents that 1 have
talked to. they all seem to have
positive reactions,” he said.
“People saying, ‘Wow, I didn’t*
know these were going to be so |
big’ and ‘Everything’s new.’ It was
just nice to get such a positive
reaction. I’m very happy and feel
lucky that I got placed here.”
When it comes, to resident
programming, Kinney said RA’s
are focusing on more educational

rr

Matt Eveno(heck
Grand Valley La tithorn

PLEASE SEE HOUSING, A10

Grand Valley Lanthom / Kate Brown

Students walk by the new E-Buildings, located between the Performing Arts
Center and the Grand Valley Apartments
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Attempt to return books without ID proves impossible
■ Two unidentified
people questioned
trying to return
books to the DeVos
Bookstore.
Marty Slagter
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Two unidentified people will
not be charged with Retail
Fraud
after
allegedly
attempting to return books
without proper identification
at the University Bookstore at
DeVos Center downtown on
Friday, Sept. 10.

According to a police
incident report, the two were
each returning two books
without a Grand Valley
student ID or receipt.
When the two people
attempted to take the books
back without any proper
identification,
the Grand
Valley Department of Public
Safety was contacted by the
bookstore immediately.
“If they don’t offer any
information,
that’s
an
immediate indication that the
books may have been stolen,”
April
Williams, assistant
manager for the bookstore
said. “1 just asked them a
bunch of questions to keep
them there, while security was
on their way.”

When public safety arrived,
one of the two grabbed his
driver’s license and took off
running, while the other was
detained by public safety,
according to the incident
report.
Although one of them did
get away, the bookstore was
able to get his identity after an
employee wrote down both
people’s names and driver’s
license numbers.
According to the incident
report, when police arrived,
they questioned the person
detained by public safety.
The person said that he met
the other person at a Burger
King across from the GVSU
campus. The person asked if
they would help return some

books to the
bookstore
because
he
didn’t have a
student ID card
to return them.
The
person
then said that
they went with
the other person
to return the
books.
When
asked how they
were planning
on returning the
books without a
student ID card,
the
person
didn’t have an
answer.
The
bookstore’s

a------------------------If they don't
offer any
information,
that's an...
indication that
the books may
have been stolen.
APRIL WILLIAMS

Assistant Manager
DeVos Center UBS
------------------------- yy

policy is that if
books
are
unopened, the
student
can
obtain a full
refund if they
show they have
dropped
the
class the book
is for.
According to
the
police
incident report,
an employee at
the bookstore
offered to look
up one of the
people’s
information on
their computer
so that they
could give a

full
refund; the person
refused.
According to the Retail
Fraud
statute,
there
is
insufficient evidence to charge
the pair at this time.
Although the books did have
stickers from the University
Bookstore on them, it can’t be
proven that the two had stolen
them. The statute requires that
the property must be stolen
from the business and then
exchanged or attempted to be
exchanged to constitute Retail
Fraud.
Although no charges will be
pressed, Williams said that
neither of the two people will
be allowed back on the GVSU
campus.

Criminal Justice
student in Iraq
is not only well respected and
fun to be around, but was also a
and president of the
serving the U.S at a captain
rugby team last year before he
left for training.
forward operating
Ross’s duties as a Civil Affairs
Sergeant include, as he says, to
base in Iraq.
“help
the
civilians
with
infrastructure needs.” He said he
Alan Ingram
meets with local dignitaries and
Grand Valley Lanthorn
they address problems with the
villages to him. After he
When many Grand Valley prioritizes the problems, he
students wake up in their beds in recruits contractors to fix them.
the morning, they might not
“[For] example: I meet with a
really appreciate things as village mayor,” Ross said. “He
simple as their basic freedoms or complains that his village
being able to plan their own day. doesn’t have enough water, the
Ross VandenBerg wakes up in roads are not paved, electricity is
his Army issue cot and wonders weak and the school needs a new
what is planned for him that day. chalkboard. I prioritize the
VandenBerg, 22, is a Civil projects: water, electricity, roads
Affairs Sergeant serving in the [and] chalkboard. Next I find an
United States Army on a Iraqi contractor and give him the
Forward Operating Base (FOB) specifics of the water problem.
in Ba’Qubah, Iraq. He is a He bids on the project and if it is
Criminal Justice major at Grand an appropriate price we accept
Valley, but was forced to drop his bid. From there he goes out
out last fall when he had to begin and fixes the problem.”
his pre-deployment training. He
Ross said that there are pros
left the United States for Iraq in and cons to serving in the
January and is not expected back military. He said the leadership
until later this year.
and weapons training were very
Ross says he doesn’t regret good. He is also forced to get to
joining the Army. It’s quite the work with people that he might
opposite actually.
not get along with all the time.
“I’ve always wanted to be in
On the flip side, he said that
the Army,” he said in an e-mail the deployments and training
from Iraq. “My
missions
are
grandfathers both
____________ often random
------------------------ and can be hard
fought in WWII
and I held them
to plan around
...the majority of — like when he
in high regards
because of it.
had to drop out
[...] I’m very people I deal with
of GVSU.
proud to serve in are glad the U.S.
Ross said an
our military.”
issue in Iraq is
His
brother, is helping them.
the heat. The
Dan. said that he
daily high since
was not surprised
June has been
at all when Ross
over
100
ROSS VANDENBERG
decided to join
degrees
Civil Affairs Sergeant Fahrenheit with
the military since
US Army the hottest day
he had talked
about
it
all
being
131
during
high
degrees. Ross
school. Dan said ___________
said they not
that Ross had
only have to
always said that
account
for
he had wanted to be deployed at themselves, but also for the 65
least once before he got out of pounds or more of equipment
the Army reserves.
they must carry with them.
“He’s just a natural leader,” Soldiers drink a lot of water and
Dan said. He explained that Ross keep as much of their skin

■ GVSU student is
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Courtesy of Robert Meesig

Ross VandenBerg, a former GVSU student, is a Civil Affairs Sergeant in the US Army.

a
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covered as they can to avoid
burning in the sun.
Ross said that the conditions in
Iraq are improving, but there are
still attacks on his FOB or
vehicle convoy about 10 times
per month. Morale is still high
among troops, however.
“Iraq is improving,” he said.
“The tangible things like Fixing
water problems and paving
roads are a lot easier to
accomplish than winning the
affection of the local populace,
but the more we help them with
their problems the more loveable
the U.S. soldiers become. All in
all, I feel very accepted by the
Iraqi people; the majority of
people I deal with are glad the
U.S. is helping them.”
Ross said there are not really

“front lines” in Iraq, but the risk
of attack is higher for troops
who leave base daily. His duties
require him to leave base
frequently, which has caused
him to have a few close calls.
He said that he was driving
when one of his doors and the
rear quarter of the Humvee were
blown off by a roadside bomb.
“I thought for sure I had been
wounded, but thankfully I didn’t
even get scratched from the
blast,” he said. It turned out that
the bomb had been buried too
deep, so the shrapnel stayed in
the ground.
Ross said that he misses his
family and friends most, but is
still able to keep in touch by email and phone. The e-mails are
a sense of instant gratification

because they know he’s OK, his
father. Jack, said. Ross also got
Rest and Recuperation (R&R)
for two weeks in July, which he
said was great.
Since Iraq is such a hostile
territory, Ross said he was
constantly
aware
of his
surroundings when he came
back to the States. The little
things like someone hammering
a nail or Fireworks going off
often took him by surprise
because it sounded like the
distant gunfire he hears in Iraq.
All the threats keep his family
worrying about him. Dan said he
and the rest of his family worries
about Ross and prays for him.
His mother, Mary, said their
family has been incredibly
humbled by the number of

prayers and thoughts they have
received. They are looking
forward t6 his arrival back in the
United States. Dan said Ross has
told him that the latest he will be
leaving Iraq is Oct. 10.
Ross’s family is very proud of
everything Ross is doing. Both
Mary and Jack said that Ross has
an incredible sense of humor
that they miss; they can’t wait
for it to come back into their
lives. Jack added that he can’t
wait to get rid of the knot in his
stomach that he has when he
thinks about Ross being in Iraq.
“That’d be great to get rid of
that,” Jack said.
Dan said, “He’s the type of
person to do the right thing over
there. He’s there to do his job
and help out the Iraqi people.”

Courses in ecology boast “Voluntary Simplicity”
■ Introductory
session kicks off
Ecology Education
Courses held at
Fountain Street
Church.
Dave Muller
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Jaslyrt Gilbert

Bill Costantino. one of the leaders of Volunteer Simplicity, talks to people
Interested in joining the discussion group.

V

“In what two ways would you
like to simplify your life?”
This introductory question
was asked on Sept. 19 at a
kick-off session for Ecology
courses being offered at
Fountain Street Church in
downtown Grand Rapids. The
session introduced “Voluntary
Simplicity,” “Discovering a
Sense of Place" and “Exploring
Deep Ecology” as courses
offered to people wishing to
simplify their lives.
“There is not just one
answer,” said Bill Costantino, a
leader of the small-group
discussions.
Costantino said that the
courses
provide
a
free
exchange of information that
help people come to their own
answer.
The three courses are based

“The courses compel you to
on textbooks published by the
Northwest Earth Institute, act,” she said. “People are
which is based in Portland, making changes in their lives.”
It’s these changes that Dolli
Ore.
The main focus of the Lutes, associate director of the
introductory session was the McNair Scholars Program at
course “Voluntary Simplicity.” Grand Valley State University,
According to the Northwest said she enjoys and for which
she strives
Earth Institute’s
--------------------- while being
Web site, one of
------------------------- actively
the three main
involved in
purposes of the
the courses.
“Voluntary
“I’m still
Simplicity” course It's nice to know
not where I
is
“to
want to be in
acknowledge the there are other
terms
of
connection
simplicity,
between
our people out there
but
lifestyle choices interested in
‘Voluntary
and the condition
Simplicity’
of the earth.”
living more
helps keep
Beth Lively, a
me focused,”
group
leader, consciously.
Lutes said.
reiterated
this
Speaking
when she said how
important
the
BETH LIVELY from his own
small-group
Group Leader experience
with
the
discussion courses
“Voluntary
are.
Simplicity”
“They’re getting _
course.
people
to
Costantino
reconnect with the
said that it had “eliminated
earth,” Lively said.
Lively said that since clutter and unnecessary things”
beginning the small group from his life.
Small-group leader Kathleen
discussion courses a year ago,
everyone involved has been Russell said that she loved the
affected in a positive way and variety of people that the
said the courses cause people small-group courses brought
together and the personal
to be more responsive.

a
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inspiration it gave her.
Russell said that she would
like to see gas stations selling a
bio-diesel gas made from
soybean oil.
“Being in this group gives me
the energy to do something
wild like that,” said Russell.
The small-group discussion
courses include eight meetings
that last one and a half hours.
They
include
reading
assignments
before
each
meeting and a group discussion
as well as shared leadership.
A sense of community has
been building as result of the
small
group
discussion
courses, Lively said.
“We’re finding people who
care about the earth and are
concerned,” Lively said. “Its
nice to know there are other
people out there interested in
.living more consciously.”
Three
more
one-hour
introductory sessions will be
held on Sept. 26, 27 and 29.
Anyone interested in being
involved in the small-group
discussion courses can attend
just one of these, at which
point they will have the
opportunity to register. A $25
fee covers the course fee and
book.
For further information,
contact Beth Lively at (616)

447-9591.
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Johnson Center hosts
conference for nonprofits
■ Local nonprofit
groups&tiherfor
conference at
downtown campus.
Alan Ingram
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Leaders from a variety of
West Michigan nonprofit
groups learned new ways to
improve the governance of
their organizations on Friday,
Sept. 17, The group gathered
at Grand Valley’s Loosemore
Auditorium in the DeVos
Center for approximately six
hours.
Margaret Sellers Walker,
associate director of the
Johnson
Center
for
Philanthropy, said the material
covered at the “Governing
Nonprofits for Success — The
Nonprofit Board of the 21st
Century” was important to
board members of nonprofit
organizations.
“I think it’s tremendously
valuable, because governance
is one of the key issues for
nonprofit
organizations”
Walker said. “As a nonprofit, a
tax exempt organization, (...)
you are required by (the) IRS
(Internal Revenue Service) to
have a governing board. If
you’re going to be a board, a
member of that board, then
you need to know how to
function and how to run that
organization.”
Donna
Vanlwaarden.
director of the Johnson Center,
also
emphasized
the
importance of the conference
for nonprofits. She said this is
the fourth year that a
conference like this has been
held by the Johnson Center,
largely due to requests by
nonprofits
to
discuss

governance.
a big problem for many
Attendees of the conference organizations as is keeping
were able to split up into a board members actually on the
variety of discussion groups boards. She said that board
after the keynote address. The meetings are often boring
discussions were on topics because board members are
including Financial Reports not doing anything creative to
and
Building
Donor keep members interested or to
raise funds.
Relationships.
Walker said that not only is
She said that it is important
the interest growing in the to have some sort of board
conference, but there are also retreat where the board
more
and
more
board members can all get together.
members coming to the She said that she has held
presentations to boards on
conference.
“Anything we can do to help pontoon boats in the past.
In addition, the number of
nonprofits be more effective
in this area is important to us nonprofit groups is growing
too,” Vanlwaarden said.
and
the
government
is
The keynote speaker was providing less money for
Sandra Hughes, Ed.D. who is nonprofit groups. She said that
no
longer
an
executive
governance BoardSource
consultant at BoardSource. answers questions about how
Walker said that BoardSource to form a new nonprofit group.
provides training materials Instead, they ask them if there
and trainers to go out and meet is already a group that already
with boards to help them suits their interests.
improve.
“It’s now time
to start working
“They
are
---------your resource if
together,
you are a board
everybody,” she
member or a Anything we can
said.
CEO
of
a do to help
Ping Liang is
nonprofit
the
Board
organization,”
President
for
nonprofits be
she said. They
the St. Cicilia
are a nationwide more effective in
Music Society.
resource
and
She came to the
this
area
is
provide
conference last
materials
for important to us
year and said
boards.
She
that
it
is
added that they too.
incredibly
are known by
beneficial
to
DONNA VANIWAARDEN nonprofit
most nonprofit
Director organizations.
organizations
and
have
a
As the century
Johnson Center
website where
progresses, the
boards can ask
---------nonprofit board
questions and
is
constantly
get answers.
changing.
Hughes said that there are
“This sold-out event is a
many obstacles for board testament to the importance of
members and CEOs of a nonprofit board in the 21st
nonprofit organizations in Century,” Vanlwaarden said.
today’s society. Fundraising is
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Made by students. Read by everyone.
On stands Thursday.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Harrah

Sandra Hughes, an ED.D and an Executive Governance Consultant was the keynote speaker at the conference.
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Grand Valley Lanthorn / Nikki Runciman

As part of the Economic Roll Out Tour, Pat Rea, Regional Director of the
U.S. Small Business Administration, speaks Monday about Michigan's small
business economy at Loosemore Auditorium on the Pew Campus.

a Presentation
addresses thejobs of
the 21st century.
Marty Slagter
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The United States Small
Business Administration and
the Michigan Small Business
and Technology Development
Center (MI-SBTDC) hosted the
“Economic Roll Out Tour” at
Grand Valley State University’s

Loosemore Auditorium on
Monday, Sept. 20.
The presentation featured
SBA Region V Administrator
Patrick E. Rea as a speaker. It
provided insight on 21st
century jobs and the economic
landscape in parts of Illinois,
Indiana. Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio and Wisconsin.
Rea’s presentation provided
information and predictions on
the economic landscape of the
Midwest. He geared his speech
toward area entrepreneurs as
well
as GVSU
students
interested in small business.

One of the groups Rea small businesses there are and
focused on was small business what challenges they are facing
entrepreneurs,
and
how in the future.” Lopucki said.
important it will be for them to
Established in 1953, the
adapt to new technology and SBA’s mission is to “maintain
changing business trends.
and strengthen the nation's
“The illiterate of the 21st economy by aiding, counseling,
century will not be those who assisting and protecting the
cannot read or write, but those interests of small businesses
who cannot learn, unlearn and and by helping families and
relearn,” Rea said, quoting businesses
recover
from
author Alvin Toffler.
national disasters,” according
In his presentation Rea also to their Web site.
focused
heavily
on
the
The
MI-SBTDC
state
attributes of a good small headquarters, located at the
business entrepreneur.
GVSU Seidman College of
He listed strong non-routine Business, is funded through the
cognitive
ability, abstract SBA, and provides a number of
reasoning, problem solving, services related to small
communication
and business. MI-SBTDC offers
collaboration
as
desired “counseling, training, research,
characteristics for future and and advocacy for new ventures,
current
small
business existing small businesses and
entrepreneurs.
innovative
technology
Rea
also
companies,”
stressed
the u
according
to
importance of
their Web site.
small business
Lopucki
in
America, The illiterate of
stressed
the
saying that 99.6 the 21st century
importance of
percent of new
MI-SBTDC by
businesses are will not be those
saying
that
even
though
small
businesses. A who cannot read
there are many
small business or write...
great minds in
fields such as
is defined as one
that
employs
PATRICK REA software and
medical
500 or fewer
Regional Director devices,
people.
U.S. Small Business do not many
know
“He
Administration how to run a
broadened our
business.
perspective on
Situations
where we sit not -----------------------------like those are
only from a
where the MIlocal standpoint,
but at a national and global SBTDC comes in, he said.
“We
help these
small
level,” said Carol Lopucki.
state director for the MI- companies by commercializing
theirbusiness into proper
SBTDC.
Lopucki said that Rea did a markets as well as provide
great job of putting the number them with management teams
of small companies in the that will help them with their
Midwest and the number of affairs,” Lopucki said.
More information on the SBA
great
small
business
entrepreneurs worldwide into and the MI-SBTDC can be
found at http://www.sba.gov
context.
“It was fascinating to look at and http://www.misbtdc.org,
the numbers on just how many respectively.
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What's on tap: Events Calendar
City of God at Kirkhof Center

Thursday, September 23
• 1:00 p m. - Weekly DO
SOMETHING! drawing at the
student life office
0 5:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
City of God at Kirkhof Center
• 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 — RAD
(Rape Aggression Defense)
Training at FH Multipurpose
RM B-30
• 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. —
Artist-Facullty Series, Arthur
Campbell, clarinet, and Aviram
Reichert, piano at Sherman Van
Solkema Recital Hall, PAC
0 10:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
City of God at Kirkhof Center

• 9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. — Laker
Late Night - DO SOMETHING!
Event, come collect your
‘Weekend’ sticker!!! At Kirkhof
Center
• 10:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
City of God at Kirkhof Center

Sunday. September 26
• 12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. —
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film
Festival at various locations in
the Holland Region
• 1:00 p.m. — GVSU Women’s
Soccer vs. University of
Charleston at FH Varsity Soccer
Field

• 12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. —
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film
Festival at various locations in
the Holland region
• 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. —
Student/Parent Education Group
at Kirkhof Women’s Center
• 3:00 p.m. - GVSU Women’s
Tennis
Vs.
Northwood
University at FH Tennis Courts
1-6
• 4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. —
Eating Disorder Support Group
at Cook DeWitt Center
• 5:00 p.m. — FREE MOVIE:
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center

• 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. —
Odyssey - Session 2 at Kirkhof
Center RM 204 Pere Marquette

• 8:00 p.m. — An Evening with
Dr. Maya Angelou - DO
SOMETHING! Event, Collect,
your ‘S’ sticker! At FH Main
Arena

• 4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. —
Catholic Student Mass at CookDeWitt Center Auditorium

• 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. —
Herbert Hoover and the 1932
Election

• 5:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center

• 10:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center

0 9:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. —
Laker Late Night - DO
SOMETHING! Event, come
collect
your
‘Weekend’
sticker!!!! At Kirkhof Center

• 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. —
Sunday
Evening
Worship
Celebration at Cook-Dewitt
Auditorium

Wednesday. September 29

• 10:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
City of God at Kirkhof Center

• 10:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center

Saturday. September 25

Monday, September 27

• 2:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
City of God at Kirkhof Center

• 12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. —
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film
Festival at various locations in
the Holland Region

Friday. September 24
°12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. —
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film
Festival at various locations in
the Holland Region
• 5:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
City of God at Kirkhof Center

• 12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. —
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film
Festival at various location in
the Holland Region
• 1:00 p.m. - GVSU Women’s
Soccer vs. West Virginia
Wesleyan College at FH Varsity
Soccer Fields
• 1:00 p.m. — Men’s Rugby vs.
Ferris State at Field behind
Laker Village
• 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. —
GVSU Women’s Rugby vs.
Illinois State University at
Intramural Fields next to Laker
Village

• 5:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center
• 7:00 p.m. — Academic Lecture
- Marge Piercy - Fall Arts
Celebration
at
Loosemore
Auditorium, DeVos Center, Pew
Grand Rapids Campus
• 9:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. —
Health and AIDS, info/first
meeting at Student Org. Center,
Kirkhof Center TV Lounge
•10:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center

Tuesday. September 28
• 5:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:

• 6:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. —
Intramural 6-on-6 Volleyball at
FH Recreation Center
• 12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. —
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film
Festival at various locations in
the Holland Region
• 5:00 p.m. — Men’s Club
Soccer vs. Michigan State
University at FH Varsity Soccer
Field
• 5:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center
• 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. —
Discussion Group, Bible Study
(Fr.
McBride’s
College
Catechism) and Current Political
Issues at Cook DeWitt Center
• 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. —
Artist-Faculty Series at Cook
DeWitt Center
• 9:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. —
Panhellenic Recruitment at
Kirkhof Grand River Room 250
• 10:00 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Man on Fire at Kirkof Center

Sizzlelinj
Bellini
Tuesdays
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Moments in time
The History Channel
• On Oct. 6, 1847, Charlotte
Bronte's
"Jane
Eyre"
is
published under the pseudonym
Currer Bell. The book, about the
struggles of an orphan girl who
grows up to become a
governess, was an immediate
popular success.
• On Oct. 8, 1918, during
World War I, U.S. Corporal
Alvin C. York is credited with
single-handedly killing 25
German soldiers and capturing
132 in the Argonne Forest of
France. The action saved York's
small
detachment
from
annihilation and won the
reluctant
warrior
from
backwater
Tennessee
the
Congressional Medal of Honor.
• On Oct. 9, 1940, John
Lennon is bom in Liverpool,

BREAKS
continued from page A1
informational meeting on
Wednesday, Oct. 13 in the
Grand River Room in Kirkhof
Center at 9 p.m. for students
who are interested in the
organization and want to learn
about the weekend, spring
break, and winter trips.
Students can also e-mail the
organization
at
asb@student.gvsu.edu.
“We don’t just go and work
and do our service,” Chapman
said, “We actually spend a lot
of
time
doing
pre-trip
education. Then when we’re
there, we do reflecting and
talking about the work, and
why we’re doing it and how
we can bring what we’re
learning
back
to
our
communities in Grand Rapids
or at Grand Valley or even in
our home communities.”

England. As part of the Beatles
and as a solo artist, Lennon
became one of the most
influential musicians in rock
history.
• On Oct. 4, 1957, the Soviet
Union inaugurates the "Space
Age" with its launch of Sputnik,
the world's first artificial
satellite. The spacecraft, named
Sputnik after the Russian word
for "satellite," had a diameter of
22 inches and weighed 184
pounds.
• On Oct. 7, 1960, the TV
program "Route 66" airs its first
episode. The show followed the
roadside adventures of Buz and
Tod as they cruised Route 66 in
Tod's Corvette. Americans tuned
into the popular program for
four years, continuing their love
affair with the "Mother Road,"
nation's
most
celebrated
highway.
the American College Testing
Service.
When Grand Valley State
University becomes more
residential,
administrators
said they hope graduation
rates will increase.
Hope College and Calvin
College are residentiallyoriented schools, where most
students live on campus and
go to school full time. Tuition
at these private institutions
costs twice as much as at
GVSU and students tend to
graduate more quickly.
“The biggest thing to help
students graduate on time is to
find a program,” Fletcher said.
“Find out what classes you
need to take. Undecided seems
to be the most popular major,
but try to focus in on
something and it will help you
in the long run.”

VECTOR
continued from page A1

GRADS
continued from page A1
years of lab science instead
of one.”
Transfer students need a 2.5
grade point average instead of
a 2.0 grade point average to be
admitted. Fletcher said that
students tend to do better with
these requirements and will
graduate within a decent time
frame.
“We have some pretty
impressive freshmen this
year,” Fletcher said. “The
average GPA is 3.5.”
The graduation rates of four
year public institutions fell to
41.9 percent while private
institutions were at 51.1
percent in 2000, according to

“That’s how you branch
out,” Zudweg said.
Once a salesperson has sold
knives to friends and family,
he or she has to start selling to
strangers and that can be
uncomfortable, Zudweg said.
Another problem people
have with Vector is the
somewhat complicated pay
scale.
Vector
sales
representatives are paid on
commission, which varies
depending on previous sales
and other factors. The $12.50
paid
for
a
completed
presentation is guaranteed to
the salesperson unless the
commission from his or her
sales exceeds $12.50, in which
case the salesperson receives
the pay from the commission

• On Oct. 10, 1973, Spiro
Agnew becomes the first U.S.
vice president to resign in
disgrace. The same day, the
former Maryland governor
pleaded no contest to a charge of
federal income-tax evasion in
exchange for the dropping of
charges of political corruption.
••On Oct. 5, 1989, the Dalai
Lama, the exiled religious and
political leader of Tibet, is
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
in recognition of his nonviolent
campaign to end the Chinese
domination of Tibet.
(c) 2004 King Features Synd.,
Inc.
but not the $12.50.
For example, if a salesperson
is paid at a 20 percent
commission rate and sells a
butcher knife for $85, the
commission would be $17,
which means the salesperson
receives
the
$17
of
commission but not the $12.50
for the presentation.
It’s not like Amway where
they get together in meetings
and - ‘Rah Rah Rah,”’
Zudweg said. “It’s really
businesslike. It’s not a scam
because of the fact that you
can make money. Some people
just aren’t cut out for it.”

HOUSING
continued from page A7
activities than social events.
“We’re a little more focused
on getting questions they
have, career-wise, answered,”
he said.
“Kegger with a Cause” was
their recent program that
featured a root beer “kegger
with cops,” in which a
Department of Public Safety
officer informed students
about the drinking policy on
campus, Kinney said.
On Sept. 24, several RAs
and multicultural assistants
will hold another program,
“Get Your Vote On.”
Nikki
Gaines,
the
Apartment Director for South
A & B and Calder residence
halls said, “We’re really
excited to get students
motivated and registered to
vote,” she said “[We want
students] to understand what
the whole campaign is about
and what it means to be
affiliated with Democrats and
Republicans.”

Got News?
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GVSU’s Cameron remains a constant competitor
Adam Parks
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Any sports team must expect
changes during a four-year
span, but for the Grand Valley
State University women’s
tennis team there has been one
constant, Marie Cameron.
Cameron enters the 2004-05
season playing at the first
singles position. This, her
senior year, marks her fourth
straight season as the Lakers’
No. 1 player.
Competing at first singles
means facing the opposing
team’s top competitor every
match of the year.
“It has always been a
challenge playing against the
best players from every team,”
Cameron said. “My freshman
year I felt some pressure, but
every player’s win or loss
counts and contributes to the
team, so I accepted the position
and just did as well as I could.”
Head coach John Black said
he sees in Cameron the
relentless optimism and grace
required for the position.
“Marie has handled the stress
of playing No. 1 very well,”
Black said. “Just about every
match she plays is against

someone with a national or
regional ranking. She does not
let that affect her play, but
instead goes out and gives 100
percent no matter who she
faces.”
Cameron played for Harper
Creek High School in Battle
Creek, Mich. She gained the
experience and strong attitude
required to play in the top
position at the college level by
playing first singles in each
season for Harper Creek. She
was also an All-state athlete in
each season.
On the court, Cameron is an
aggressive tennis player. She
controls points by controlling
the baseline, and with powerful
ground-strokes she keeps her
opponents on the defensive.
In the classroom, Cameron is
pursuing a double major in
marketing and human resource
management.
“I really liked the girls on the
team and I loved the campus,”
Cameron said, explaining why
she chose to attend GVSU. “I
loved it as a freshman, and I
love it now.”
Although Cameron has never
played to a winning singles
record as a Laker, she has
found great success in her
doubles career.

In her first season, Cameron
went 3-8 as a doubles player,
but was winless as a freshman
at first singles.
Her
sophomore
season
proved to be a career year for
Cameron. In singles, she
earned the highest win total
thus far in her tenure as a
Laker, going 8-15. In doubles,
Cameron
played
to
an
incredible record, winning 22
matches, which is also a career
high, and only losing two.
Last season she went 7-13 in
singles and was 10-13 in
doubles.
Cameron
and
teammate
Natalie Pallett are the only two
seniors on this year’s squad.
With three starting freshmen in
this year’s lineup, Black needs
experienced players to take on
roles as leaders. He recognizes
this quality in Cameron.
“Over the past three years in
which I have worked with
Marie, she has developed into a
great leader,” Black said. “Her
No. 1 priority is the team. This
year in particular she has
worked with the new players
and has helped them out a lot.”
Cameron has made great
strides during her career. She
has shown improvement in
every aspect of her game, and

Black said he has seen the
largest development come
from her mental game.
“Marie has learned how to
construct points, instead of
trying to hit away as hard as
she can every shot, she can
now pick her opportunities,”
Black said.
“She
is
much
more
comfortable working a point
until she has an opening and
then going for the winner,
instead of taking high-risk
shots early in the point.”
Cameron said she is unsure
of what lies ahead for her after
graduation, but that she is
focused on this year’s tennis
season.
She has jumped out to a solid
start, picking up two singles
victories and posting a 5-1
doubles record with her
partner, freshman Arcelia
Gomez.
From her experience playing
at the top of the lineup,
Cameron said she has realized
a simple, yet important, lesson
that she hopes to pass on to
Gomez and the other younger
players.
“I have learned that you can’t
win them all,” she said. “All
you can do is go out there and
give it everything you’ve got.”

■
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Grand Valley Lanthorn / faslyn Gilbert

Senior tennis player Marie Cameron returns a serve by Grand Rapids
Community College during the recent match.

‘That’s an annihilation’ MMJ
•Defense shuts
down GUAC leading
rusher, Eagles, 37-7.
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn
As the Laker offense struggled
to find its rhythm, the Grand
Valley State University defense
kept the Eagles of Ashland
University grounded. When
GVSU’s offense began to click,
the Lakers rolled to 37-7 victory.
Powered by a defense that held
Ashland scoreless until three
seconds remained in the game
when second-string quarterback
Kyle Johnson found Michael
Hull to cap a 72-yard drive.
“[Ashland] had 111 yards
before their last drive. That’s an
annihilation,” said GVSU head
coach Chuck Martin.
The Eagles did not break 100
yards of offense until early in the
fourth quarter and did not cross
into Laker territory until 20
seconds left in the game.
Without starting running back
Michael Tennessee, who was out
with a lower leg injury, the
Lakers relied on back-up running
back Ryan Hukill (66 yards on
15 carries) and quarterback
Cullen Finnerty (64 yards on 15
carries) for yards on the ground.
The Lakers were held scoreless
on their first four possessions
and didn’t breach the end zone
until midway through the second
quarter on a Finnerty 18-yard
strike to receiver Demonte
Collins.
The Lakers tried running the
ball early but found the Ashland
rush defense was as-advertised
— Ashland entered Saturday

with
the
Great
Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference’s second leading
defense, averaging 59 yards
against a game.
The Lakers opened the game
by going to the air.
“I’ll give Ashland credit on
stopping the run,” Martin said.
“I’ll give us full non-credit for
executing on the first couple of
drives on the passing game. We
basically said ‘we’re going to
throw it, we know that’s their
weakness, we know their
strength is run defense, we’re
going to try to get some plays
and open things up.’”
Before the half, Finnerty found
Brandon Langston for a 19-yard
score and Scott Greene added a
37-yard field goal to make the
score 17-0.
A Laker defensive play,
fittingly enough, put the game
away.
Senior cornerback Marvis
Bryant picked off Ashland
quarterback Nick Strance’s pass
and went 36 yards for the
touchdown.
“We
played
tremendous
defensively the whole game,”
Martin said. “Any time our
defense goes up against a strong
defense our kids always rise to
the challenge. Today we were
focused and it was fun to watch.”
Ashland’s Antwan Hart came
into the game leading the GLIAC
averaging 124.7 yards a game.
The GVSU defense allowed only
25 yards on Hart’s 13 carries.
“You always want to be the
best defense on the field,” senior
defensive
tackle
Keyonta
Marshall said. “Ashland did a
hell of job. They came out with a
great game plan. We just hung in
and had a little bit better game
plan.”

i.
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GVSU defensive tackle Keyonta Marshal (No. 96) and cornerback Marvis Bryant (No. 32) bring down Ashland quarterback Nick Strance. Marshall had six
tackles, including four for loss, and Bryant returned an interception 36 yards for a touchdown in GVSU victory over Ashland last Saturday.

Marshall finished with six
tackles, four of which were
tackles for loss.
“It’s our best defense to date,”
Marshall said.
The GVSU special teams also

shined as the average Eagle
starting field position was at their
own 21-yard line, thanks in part,
to punter Matt Regnery’s four
punts, averaging just under 50
yards.

at noon on Oct. 2 at Wayne State.
The Warriors lost Saturday to
Northern Michigan 13-18 and
will be looking for their first win
of the season this weekend at
Indianapolis.

Volleyball sweeps GLIAC foes
■ hikers heat
Ashland and
Findlay in three
matches.
April Raynovich
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley lanthorn 7 Jaslyn GilI

iTlna Tromblay, a junior, serves it up in Grand Valley's victory over Ashland.

Heading into Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Conference play,
the
Grand
Valley
State
University Laker volleyball
team prepared with a hard week
of practice. It paid off.
On Friday, Sept. 17, the
Lakers played host to Ashland
University. The Eagles were
coming off one of the best starts
in their history (7-1) before
GVSU stopped them cold in
their tracks. The Lakers swept

Ashland in three games to take
the match (30-18, 30-19, 3022).
The Lakers hit .369 on the
match and saw to it that
Ashland was never in the game.
“Our girls never overlooked
Ashland,” said head coach
Deanne Scanlon. “We prepared
well for them and Ashland
never seemed to get into the
flow of the game.”
Leading the way for the
Lakers was junior Lauren
Hanson. She recorded a matchhigh 13 kills, five assisted
blocks and a .526 hitting
percentage. Junior Tracy Kirk
also came up big for the Lakers,
adding 12 kills, three total
blocks and a .647 attack
percentage.
The Lakers came back out on
Saturday afternoon and took on
a Findlay team that also has

Sports

Other
news

“Regnery did a hell of a job,”
Martin said. “Our special teams
played by far the best they’ve
played all year.”
The Lakers are off next
weekend and will return to action

The Soccer team shut out the Greyhounds of
Indianapolis 4-0. The Lakers now rank third in the
conference and fourth in the region.

seen a lot of early success in the
season.
Once again, the opposition
was no match for the Lakers, as
they swept the Oilers 3-0 (3028, 30-26,30-18).
Scanlon credited the success
over the weekend to being
focused.
“We played great defense,”
Scanlon said. “We served really
tough and got them frustrated
offensively.”
Leading the way for GVSU
was junior Tina Tromblay. who
tallied 11 kills, two assisted
blocks and a .321 attack
percentage. Kirk turned in
another solid performance,
adding 11 kills, two aces and
two blocks, while hitting .304.
Scanlon acknowledges how
important these two wins on
home court were.
“You can’t drop home

matches,” Scanlon said. “This
early in the season you don’t
want to have to battle back, you
want to get out early.”
This weekend the Lakers
travel to the Upper Peninsula to
take on Lake Superior State,
Northern
Michigan,
and
Michigan Tech.
Scanlon recognizes the trip
will be taxing and the Lakers
will have to be up to the
challenge.
“The trip up north is a very
physical challenge, being on the
road and playing three tough
matches in a row,” Scanlon
said. While Scanlon names
Northern as most likely the
most difficult opponent of the
three, she said the team can not
look too far into future games.
“This is a building process
and Lake State is the first step,”
she said.

A&E
Jenna Noseda reviews the new NBC sitcom
"Joey," the spin-off of the popular "Friends."
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Men’s tennis gains valuable
experience at Bulldog Invite
Adam Parks
Grand Valley Lan thorn
The Grand Valley State
University men’s tennis team
began their season by competing
in the Ferris State Bulldog Team
Invitational last weekend.
The
single
elimination
tournament, held Sept. 17 and
Sept. 18, featured four teams
from
the
Great
Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
including
the
Bulldogs of Ferris State
University, the Lakers from Lake
Superior State University, the
Huskies from Michigan Tech
University and the GVSU
Lakers.
Although the conference and
dual match season does not begin
until spring, fall tournaments
such as the Bulldog Invitational
provide Laker coach John Black
an opportunity to view his team
differently than in practice.
“The invite gives me a chance
to see our guys compete against
outside competition,” Black said.
“It is very important to be able to
quickly evaluate your opponent’s
strengths and weaknesses and
adjust
your
game
plan
accordingly.
The
tourneys
provide
the
players
that
opportunity.”
The Bulldogs dominated their
invitational, not allowing the
other schools to play the spoilers
on their home court. Ferris State
won each of the three singles
divisions and the doubles
division as well.
With five starters returning

3 to advance to the second round
of the Gold Division. Raju was
then
knocked
out
by
Hammelman. 6-0, 6-3.
The Lakers had four players
compete in the final singles Red
Division. Junior Scott Gregory,
who transferred to GVSU from
Grand
Rapids
Community
College, fell to David Porter of
Ferris 2-6, 3-6.
Three Lakers, sophomore
Justin Sauerbrey (6-3, 6-3),
freshman Alex Switzer (6-1, 7-6
(6)). and junior David Grow (7-5,
7-5) moved on to the second
round.
Sauerbrey and Switzer each lost
in the second round to Bulldogs
1 -6, 3-6 and 4-6,4-6 respectively.
Grow defeated Andrew Gunberg
of Ferris 6-2, 6-3 in the second
round before losing to another
Bulldog, Lewis DeGeneault, 1-6,
1-6.
The Lakers fared better in the
doubles
division
of
the
invitational than in the singles
divisions. This was not a surprise
to Black, who said he expects his
doubles teams to do great things
this season.
“With all of our returning
players our doubles teams should
be much stronger this year,”
Black said. “The new incoming
players are also strong doubles
players. We will be counting on
our doubles teams to take two of
three or all three points in nearly
every match.”
In the Bulldog Invitational,
three of four GVSU doubles
teams were able to climb out of
the first round, and two more
made it into the third.
Dehne and Grow defeated a
Ferris team in a tiebreaker 9-8 (5)
in the second round. Raju and
Sauerbrey also advanced out of
the second round after beating
two Huskies 8-3, but each team
was bounced out in the third.
This weekend the Lakers will
play in another, more competitive
invitational.
The
three-day
Intercollegiate
Tennis
Association
Regional
Tournament will be held in
Midland, Mich.
“Our men should do very well
in the ITA tournament,” Black
said. “I feel confident that we can
play with any team we face in
doubles and in singles we have
become competitive with the top
teams, but we need to take the
next step and start beating them.”

from a team that reached the
national quarterfinals last season.
Black expects Ferris State to be at
the top of the GLIAC again.
“Ferris will battle with
Northwood [University) for first
and second place in the
conference this spring,” Black
said.
LSSU also has a great deal of
experience returning for this
season. Four of six of their
starters who helped the Lakers
reach nationals last season return.
With the entire starting roster
returning from last season, the
GVSU Lakers will look to fight
with LSSU for that berth to
nationals this season.
“Our goal is to finish in the top
three in the GLIAC,” Black said.
“LSSU, Wayne State University
and Mercyhurst College will all
be extremely tough competition.”
The dominance of FSU was felt
early in the first round of the
Maroon Singles Division as both
junior
Kyle
Klinge
and
sophomore Kyle Dehne were
bounced out early by the
Bulldogs.
Dehne lost his match 2-6,4-6 to
Maroon Division champion
Martin Hoche. Klinge dropped a
close first set 5-7 to Ferris’ Jason
Cole, but was forced to retire
during the second set due to a
twisted ankle.
In the Singles Gold Division,
sophomore Adam Sandusky split
sets in his first round match
against
Bulldog
Mark
Hammelman, but lost in a 5-10
tiebreaker.
Junior Nirun Raju defeated
LSSU’s Krystian Salwierz 6-2,6-

April Raynovich
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Another “dream team” falls
When United States captain
Hal Sutton named his first
pairing for the opening round of
the Ryder Cup he shocked the
nation.
Woods/Mickelson.Woods/Mic
kelson? Sutton wanted to fly out
of the
gates
and
gain
momentum. Apparently, Tiger
and Phil didn’t get the memo.
This “dream team” lacked
karma, chemistry, and charisma.
The dynamic duo posted an 0-2
record on the opening day of
match play, boosting Europe to
easily attain the 14 1/2 points
necessary to keep the cup
overseas.
With all of the hubbub that
surrounded the pairing of the
world’s recently dethroned No. 1
and a guy that didn’t even
practice with the U.S. team in
Thursday’s practice rounds, one
could have predicted the
outcome before they even teed
off.
There was probably a reason.
Captain Sutton, why your
predecessors
never
paired
Woods and Mickelson in
previous
Ryder
Cups.
Apparently he didn’t get the

memo.
The American side from top to
bottom was out-coached, out
played and out-classed by the
European
side.
The
“underdogs”, led by Colin
Montgomerie, Sergio Garcia and
Lee Westwood, dripped with
team pride and support and wore
their enthusiasm on their
sleeves. By the end of day two.
trailing by a record 11-5 score,
the Americans could only hope
to salvage some sort of respect.
In the end, they couldn’t even
come close to mustering enough
points
to
close
the
insurmountable gap and were
humiliated 18 1/2 to 9 1/2.
In a year where America
watched its other “dream team"
lose it’s first basketball game
since NBA players were used in
Olympic competition and went
on to under-achieve and return
home with a bronze, this was
even worse. The Ryder Cup
squad posted the worst loss in
the 77 year Ryder Cup history
and has given up four of the last
five cups. In comparison, both
teams choked. Both teams
lacked heart and neither team
showed selflessness for their
cause.

At least those NBA players
who lacked pride in their
country chose to stay home, the
entire Ryder Cup team might as
well have done the same.
It seems that the “dream team”
title has lost a lot of its meaning.
Recently, all the name has done
is cause disappointment. It has
been given out unearned and
without warrant and has only
produced under-achievement.
What America doesn’t seem to
understand is that in a team
sport, individual rankings are
worthless
and
individual
accomplishments
are
meaningless.
Since the turn of the century
the United States has produced
very few “dream teams” and the
ones that they have are mostly
compiled of underpaid, scarcely
publicized women (basketball,
soccer and softball national
teams come to mind).
U.S. teams need to stop being
satisfied with simply attaining
the title of “dream team” and
start playing like it.
Mickelson said, “I don't think
we’ll be the favorite next time.”
America was the favorite this
time? Apparently, they didn’t get
the memo.

Laker of the Week

Junior Tracy Kirk led the Lakers
Volleyball team to two GLIAC
victories over Ashland and Findlay this
past weekend. She had a .450 hitting
percentage, averaged 3.83 kills/game.
two service aces and five blocks.
Tracy has been so steady, she deserves
all of the awards and credits she gets.”
said head coach Deanne Scanlon.

Georgetown

This week the Lanthorn presents
a new weekly feature: Laker of
the Week. Each week the Sports
Editor in collaboration with
GVSU Sports Information will
choose one female and one male
athlete who excelled in their
sport the previous week.

informa
Football punter Matt Regnery’s was
selected for his performance against
Ashland. Regnery had four punts for
194 yards, averaging 48.5 yards,
with a long of 52. Ashland started all
four of their ensuing possessions
inside their own 30. “Regnery did a
hell of a job." head coach Chuck
Martin said after Saturday’s game.

Big House
Bash Giveaway

Ice Center

Hey Lakers 8500 48th

Wanna ride first class with your Championship Football
team to watch the Bash at the Big House November 6th?

Ave.

49426
616-662-2800

Hudsonville, Ml

Thanks to the Lanthorn and the Athletic Department,
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE!

www.gtwp.com
One lucky winner will receive:
2 tickets to the game
2 sideline passes
1 night stay in the team's hotel
and...
a bus ride to Ann Arbor with the team UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL!
To enter, please fill out the entry form attached to this ad
and turn it in at the Lanthorn office in Lower Commons.

Public Skating Times
mon-Fri
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

noon-2pm
7-9pm
2-4pm
2-4pm

Freestyle Skating
mon-Thur 4-5
Fri-5-7pm
Sun-10-12pm
DROP in HOCKEY

Adults

$5.00
Sat.

9am-11am

Youth $5.00

Sun.

10am-12pm

Skate Rental $ 5.00

Mon-Fri- 12pm-2pm

Student $5.00

j

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Nutt be a GVSU student. Limit one entry per student. All
entries will be entered into a drawing that will start on September 23, 2004. The
registration form can be turned into the Lanthorn office In Lower Commons. One
winner will be choeen on October 21, 2004. The prize winner wW be notified via phone
or e-mail, odds of winning depend on the number of eUgibio entries received* Two
alternate winners will be drawn, only to be used If the prize winner Is Ineligible. The
Athletic Department and the Lanthorn are not responsible for loot, late or Misdirected
entries. In addition, they are also not responsible for any Injuries, lessee, damages of
any kind, caused In whole or In part, directly or Indirectly, by any prise or resulting
from acceptance, possession, use or misuse of any prize or participation In this promo
tion. THIS INCLUDES LOST OR STOLEN PACKAGE ITEMS. The Winner must present a
valid GVSU student ID .

Party Packages
Birthday (starting at $4.50/ person
Group Outings
I
ft

A
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Freshmen fuel GVSU men’s golf
Jayson Bussa
Grand Valley Lan thorn
The men’s golf team of
Grand Valley State University
has been calling on an
unlikely source of production
early on in the season to lead
them to 1st and 4th place
finishes.
inexperience
of
The
freshmen has not been a factor
daunting the Lakers. New
additions Josh Orler, Phil
Marsh and Tony Mango have
posted top scores for the first
two tournaments.
“I didn’t come in expecting
to take off right away,” Orler
said. "But I knew if I played
well I could contribute this
year already.”
The Laker men opened their
2004 season last Friday in Big
Rapids for the Ferris State
Invitational. GVSU finished in
fourth place with a score of
602.
Orler led the Lakers and
finished in a tie for fourth in
the overall field. Orler ended
his two rounds with a score of
145, shooting a 75 on the first

day and a 70 on day two.
”1 was hitting my tee shots
well but I think 1 was
struggling getting used to the
greens,” Orler said. ‘‘They
were really slow, a lot slower
then the ones at Grand
Valley.”
Sophomore Kyle Murphy
finished second on the Laker
team and tied for 15th place
overall. Murphy finished with
a score of 150 (77, 73).
Phil Marsh tied for 24th
overall with a 153 (73, 80) and
Mango tied for 29th overall
with a 154 (78, 76). Rounding
out team scoring was senior
Bill Schmidt with a 159 (78,
81).
Jacob Hamilton played as an
individual and finished tying
for 4th with a 145 (76, 69).
Chris Johnson (149) and Steve
Larson (151) also played as
individuals. '
Sunday
afternoon,
the
Lakers continued their season
by hosting 11 teams at the
GVSU Fall Invitational at The
Meadows.
GVSU opted to use two
teams. Grand Valley ‘A’
finished in 1st place overall

with a score of 601 (312-289)
while Grand Valley ‘B’ stayed
right on their heals, finishing
2nd with a score of 610 (304306).
“We played very solid,” said
head coach Don Underwood.
“1 think there is still room for
improvement,
like
our
decision-making process. We
have to try not to be overly
aggressive.”
A pair of freshmen led
scoring for Grand Valley ‘A’.
Mango not only led GVSU
scoring, but took home the 1st
place finish overall. Mango
shot a 143. In his first round
he posted a 75, bringing it
down in the second round to a
68. Orler tied for fourth place
with a 151 (78, 73). Hamilton
(152), Murphy (155) and
Larson (161) helped spring
Grand Valley ‘A’ in to first
place.
“I played a lot of freshmen
because they are good,”
Underwood said. “I know we
had a great year recruiting and
all of them had very good
summers. They gave us the
best chance to win.”
Johnson led scoring for

Division I
football
coaches’ poll

Grand Valley ‘B’ and finished
third overall with a 150.
Johnson shot a 75 in both
rounds. Also in on the action
for Grand Valley ‘B’ was
Justin Mack (153), Schmidt
(154), Matt Johnson (154) and
Marsh (158).
Next on the schedule for the
Lasers is the NCAA Regional

Qualifier held in South Haven.
Mich, on Sept. 26 and Sept.
27.
“We will probably keep our
freshmen in the lin£-up and
still have a great team,”
Underwood said. “We will
also work in some of our older
guys as well.”

Soccer team blanks Greyhounds
Amanda White
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Sophomore goalkeeper Erin Murphy distributes a ball from the defensive
end. Murphy posted her third shutout of the season in a 4-0 win over
Indianapolis.

The
University
of
Indianapolis proved no match
for the Grand Valley State
University women’s soccer
team, as the Lakers easily
defeated the Greyhounds 4-0
Sept. 15 in Allendale.
The Lakers (5-2-0) were up
1-0 at half-time off of junior
forward
Jenny
Swalec’s
unassisted goal at the 30:42
mark.
GVSU came out firing in the
second half, tacking on three
more goals en route to the
shutout victory.
Sophomore
midfielder
Shannon Carrier opened up
the second half with a goal off
an assist from junior forward
Jaci Lange at 48:48. Lange
scored a goal of her own at the
62:15 mark. Senior midfielder
April Raynovich’s goal off an
assist from Swalec at 78:07
capped the scoring rally and
ensured the victory.
“The three phases of soccer
really
clicked
today:
goalkeeping, scoring and
defending,” head coach Dave
Dilanni said. “Our team is
really starting to come

together.”
Dilanni said that the team
keyed off the defense, which
gave them confidence to try
things.
“We knew Indianapolis had
the ability to score,” he said.
“It’s no coincidence that the
games we win are the ones we
defend well. We have a good
variety of girls back there and
we’re really starting to come
around.”
The game also brought
sophomore goalkeeper Erin
Murphy her third shutout of
the season. She is currently
sixth in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference in save percentage
(.838) and plays an integral
role in GVSU’s share of first
in the GLIAC for shutouts (.5
per game).
“Erin didn’t get a lot of
playing time last year, but she
is really getting acclimated to
being our No. 1 goalie now,”
Dilanni said. “She has had
some really good games and
we’re hoping that stays
consistent.”
The Lakers had a week to
recuperate and prepare after
the Indianapolis game for their
match
at
Aquinas
on

Wednesday. Dilanni said it
would be hard to stay sharp
with a week off after one of
the best games they’ve played
this year, but that it gave them
a much-needed rest and time
to work on things they hadn’t
had a chance to work on.
“Aquinas is a city rival game
for us,” Dilanni said. “The
scores are always close. We
can’t take them lightly and we
need to stay mentally and
physicajly focused.”
GVSU, currently ranked
third in the GLIAC behind
Northern
Michigan
and
Ashland and fourth in the
Great Lakes Region by the
National Soccer Coaches
Association of America, has a
pair of home games this
weekend. They take on West
Virginia Wesleyan Saturday at
1 p.m. and Charleston Sunday
at 1 p.m. in their final games
before conference action heats
up.
“We were kind of slow out
of the gate this year, so now
we focus just on one game at a
time,” Dilanni said. “The
games this weekend will be
difficult, and will be tune-ups
to get us ready for conference
play.”

Rank School (1st votes)Record
1. Southern California (48)
3-0
3-0
2. Oklahoma (12)
3-0
3. Georgia
2-0
4. Miami (Fla.) (1)
2-0
5. Texas
3-0
6. Ohio State
7. West Virginia
3-0
2-0
8. Tennessee
2-0
9. California
3-0
10. Auburn
11. Florida State
1-1
3-0
12. Virginia
13. LSU
2-1
14. Utah
3-0
15. Purdue
2-0
16. Florida
1-1
17. Fresno State
3-0
18. Michigan
2-1
19. Minnesota
3-0
20. Wisconsin
3-0
21. Boise State
3-0
2-0
22. Louisville
23. Maryland
2-1
2-1
24. Iowa
3-0
25. Oklahoma State

Division II
football
coaches’ poll
Rank School (1st votes )Record
1. Grand Valley St. (25)
4-0
2. North Dakota
3-0
3. Pittsburg St. (Kan.)
4-0
4. Texas A&M-Kingsville
2-0
5. Northwest Missouri St.
4-0
6. Catawba (N.C.)
3-0
7. Central Oklahoma
4-0
8. Albany St. (Ga.)
4-0
9. Carson-Newman (Tenn.) 2-1
10. Shippensburg (Pa.)
4-0
11. Delta St. (Miss.)
2-1
12. Valdosta St. (Ga.)
2-1
13. Saginaw Valley St. (Mich.) 2-1
14. North Alabama
2-1
15. Northwood (Mich.)
4-0
16. Central Missouri St.
3-1
17. St. Cloud State (Minn.) 4-0
18. Tarleton St. (Tex.)
3-1
19. Central Arkansas
4-0
20. Indiana (Pa.)
2-1
21. Tuskegee (Ala.)
3-0
22. Winona St. (Minn.)
3-1
23. East Stroudsburg (Pa.)
3-0
24. Tusculum (Tenn.)
2-1
25. South Dakota
4-0

Women’s tennis suffers tough losses at ITA
■ The GVSU
Women’s tennis
team lose after
tiebreaker.
Adam Parks
Grttnd Valley Lanthorn
Taking
a
break
from
conference dual match play,
the Grand Valley State
University women’s tennis

team
competed
in
the
Intercollegiate
Tennis
Association
Regional
Tournament last weekend.
The Lakers continued their
three-week stint away from
home as they went to Midland,
Mich, to compete in the three
day tournament.
“The ITA tournament is
extremely
important
for
individual regional rankings in
both singles and doubles,”
said head. tennis coach John
Black. “It also gives our
players more match play in

preparation for the remainder
of the conference season.”
The Lakers boast a 5-1
record in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference and are currently
second
to
Ferris
State
University.
In
upcoming
weeks, the Lakers will play
Ferris and other conference
foes during a long home-court
stay.
Six Lakers competed in the
ITA Tourney that featured
most of the best players in the
region.

Junior Alison Koopsen,
seeded 11th in the tournament,
defeated her first round
opponent, Jessica Broadaus
from Indianapolis University,
6-2, 6-1. Koopsen then split
sets
with
Wayne
State
University’s
Amanda
Pressotto. She lost the first 36, came back and took the
second 6-2, but lost the match
tiebreaker 8-10.
Instead of playing a third set
in split-set situations, ITA

new balance
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for the
^ road less
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Women’s golf falls to competition
■ Golf team
finishes last at
weekend
invitational.
Jayson Bussa
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley State
University women’s golf team
was
up
against
stiff

competition last weekend in
East Lansing for the Michigan
State Invitational.
A mixture of the heightened
competition of Division I
schools and a lackluster
performance on behalf of the
Lakers pushed GVSU to the
bottom of the leader board
finishing 15th out of a 15 team
field.
“I was very excited about the
opportunity that we got to go
and play over there,” head

coach Lori Stinson said. “It
was our first year to go over
there and play. It gave us the
opportunity to see teams that
we otherwise wouldn’t have
gone against.”
Some teams present at the
annual
event
were
the
University of Michigan, the
University of Wisconsin, and
Michigan State, Northwestern
and Princeton universities.
The Lakers finished their
three rounds with a score of

919. The Lakers shot a 325 in
the first round, a 335 in the
second, and finished with
another 325 in the third.
“This weekend we probably
didn’t play as well as we
could,” Stinson said. “But we
learned a lot. It was a very
nice course that we got to hit
different shots from, and learn
how to improve course
management.”
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Second American hostage killed

AP Photo

This is an image made Saturday Sept 18, 2004, from a Web site known for
its Islamic militant content which apparently shows a British and two
American hostages seized in Iraq on Thursday.

■ Second oftwo
American hostages
executed
ALEXANDRA ZAVIS
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq - An alQaida-linked group led by Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi claimed
Tuesday to have killed the
second of two American
hostages
—
back-to-back
slayings that have notched up the
Jordanian militant's ruthless
campaign of terror.
The claim, posted on an an
Islamic Web site, could not

immediately be verified.
Al-Zarqawi's group. Tawhid
and Jihad, kidnapped two
Americans — Jack Hensley and
Eugene Armstrong — and Briton
Kenneth Bigley on Thursday
from a home that the three civil
engineers shared in an upscale
Baghdad neighborhood. AlZarqawi beheaded Armstrong,
and the militants on Monday
posted a gruesome video of the
52-year-old man's death.
The new posting followed the
passing of the militants' 24-hour
deadline for the release of all
Iraqi women from prison, and
after anguished relatives in the
United States and Britain begged
for the lives of Bigley, 62, and
Hensley, who would have
marked his 49th birthday

Wednesday.
"We do not have confirmation
as of now that the body that has
been found is Jack Hensley. We
are still hopeful at this time that
Jack Hensley is still with us,"
Hensley's wife. Pati, said in a
prepared statement read by
family spokesman Jack Haley
outside the family's home in
Marietta. Ga.
"The nation's zealous sons
slaughtered the second American
hostage after the end of the
deadline." the first statement
said. It was signed with the
pseudonym Abu Maysara alIraqi, the name usually used on
statements from al-Zarqawi's
group. Claims on this Web site
have proven to be accurate in the
past.
The brief statement did not
give the name of the hostage
killed.
Several hours passed on
Tuesday after the
initial
announcement
with
the
promised video proof failing to
appear. On Monday, by contrast,
the video of Armstrong's killing
was posted within an hour of the
initial statement claiming he was
dead.
Late Tuesday, an expanded
version of the statement saying a
second American had been killed
appeared on a different Web site
and warned that Bigley would be
the next to die. It did not contain
any new deadline, and its
authenticity was not known.
Tawhid and Jihad — Arabic for

"Monotheism and Holy War" —
has claimed responsibility for
killing at least seven hostages,
including another American,
Nicholas Berg, who was
abducted in April. The group has
also said it is behind a number of
bombings and gun attacks.
A host of militant groups have
used kidnappings and bombings
as their signature weapons in a
blood-soaked campaign to
undermine
interim
Prime
Minister
Ayad Allawi's
government and force the United
States and its allies out of Iraq.
The violence has already
persuaded companies to leave
Iraq,
hindered
foreign
investment, led firms to drop out
of aid
projects, restricted
activities to relatively safe areas
and forced major expenditures
on security.
The
violence
continued
unabated Tuesday. A car bomb
wounded four U.S. soldiers on
the road to Baghdad's airport and
two Marines were reported killed
in earlier attacks west of the
capital,
underscoring
the
inability of American forces to
control key parts of Iraq 17
months after starting operations
here.
President Bush defended his
decision to invade Iraq, telling a
subdued U.N. General Assembly
session Tuesday that the war
launched without U.N. approval
delivered the Iraqi people from
"an outlawed dictator."
On the sidelines of the

meetings. Bush told Allawi, "We
will not allow these thugs and
terrorists to decide your fate and
to decide our fate. "
Allawi said: "The barbaric
action of yesterday is really
unbelievable."
Al-Zarqawi,
standing
alongside four other masked
militants
clad
in
black,
personally cut off Armstrong's
head, the CIA confirmed after
analyzing his voice on Monday's
footage.
Armstrong's
body
was
discovered only blocks from
where he lived, officials and
witnesses said.
Rick Gamber, Armstrong's
cousin, told NBC's "Today
Show" that the family doesn't
want revenge.
"Our family feels a great deal
of grief," he said. "We hope the
criminals are brought to justice,
but we certainly don't want
people to overreact and do
something foolish."
In a video posted Saturday,
Tawhid and Jihad had threatened
to kill the three men unless Iraqi
women were released from two
U.S.-controlled prisons, Abu
Ghraib and Umm Qasr.
Abu Ghraib is the prison where
American
soldiers
were
photographed
sexually
humiliating male prisoners,
raising fears about the safety of
women detainees.
In Monday's video, al-Zarqawi
announced that Tawhid and
Jihad was taking revenge for

female Iraqi prisoners and called
Bush "a dog."
The U.S. military says women
are not held at either facility but
has acknowledged it is holding
two female "security prisoners"
elsewhere. They are Dr. Rihab
Rashid Taha, a scientist who
became known as "Dr. Germ"
for helping Iraq make weapons
out of anthrax, and Huda Salih
Mahdi Ammash, a biotech
researcher known as "Mrs.
Anthrax."
Sheik Abdul-Sattar AbdulJabbar. a member of the
Association of Muslim Scholars,
conservative Iraqi clerics who
oppose the U.S. presence in Iraq
but have interceded in the past to
win the release of foreign
hostages, questioned the claim of
only two female prisoners in
U.S. and British custody.
Abdul-Jabbar told Al-Jazeera
pan-Arab satellite television
there were "tens, perhaps
hundreds of Iraqi women
prisoners in the occupation's jail
that were supposed to be
released before this tragedy."
In London, Bigley's son urged
British Prime Minister Tony
Blair to meet the captors'
demands.
"I ask Tony Blair personally to
consider
the
amount
of
bloodshed already suffered,"
Craig Bigley said in a videotaped
statement. "Please meet the
demands and release my father
— two women for two men. ...
Only you can save him.”

Flight diverted,
Cat Stevens on
gov’t watch list
LESLIE MILLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON - A plane
bound for Washington from
London was diverted to Maine
on Tuesday after passenger
Yusuf Islam — formerly
known as pop singer Cat
Stevens — showed up on a
U.S. watch list, federal
officials said.
United Airlines Flight 919
had already taken off from
London en route to Dulles
International Airport when the
match was made between the
passenger and the watch list,
said
Nico
Melendez,
a
spokesman
. for
the
Transportation
Security
Administration.
The plane was met by federal
agents at Maine’s Bangor
International Airport around 3
p.m., Melendez said.
Federal officials, speaking
on condition of anonymity,
identified the individual as
Islam.
One official said Islam, 56,
was
identified
by
the
Advanced
Passenger
Information System, which
requires airlines to send
passenger information to U.S.
Customs
and
Border
Protection's National Targeting
Center.
TSA
was
then
contacted and requested that
the plane land at the nearest
airport, the official said.
"He was interviewed and
denied admission to the United
States on national security
grounds," said Homeland
Security spokesman Dennis
Murphy. He said the man
would be put on the first
available flight out of the
country Wednesday.
Islam, who was born Stephen
Georgiou, took Cat Stevens as
a stage name and had a string
of hits in the 1960s and '70s,
including "Wild World" and
"Morning Has Broken." Last
year he released two songs,
including a re-recording of his
'70s hit "Peace Train," to
express his opposition to the
U.S.-led war in Iraq.
He abandoned his music
career in the late 1970s and
changed his name after being
persuaded by orthodox Muslim
teachers that his lifestyle was
forbidden by Islamic law. He
later became a teacher and an
advocate for his religion,
founding a Muslim school in
London in 1983.
Islam recently condemned
the school seizure by militants
in Beslan, Russia, earlier this
month that left more than 300
dead, nearly half of them
children.
In a statement on his Web
site, he wrote, "Crimes against
innocent bystanders taken
hostage in any circumstance
have
no
foundation
whatsoever in the life of Islam
and the model example of
Prophet Muhammad, peace be
upon him."

AP Photo / Charles Dharapak

President Bush addresses the United Nations General Assembly at the UN headquarters in New York Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2004.

Bush defends decision to
invade Iraq in front of U.N.
SCOTT LINDLAW
Associated Press Writir
UNITED • NATIONS
President Bush delivered an
unapologetic defense of his
decision to invade Iraq, telling the
United Nations Tuesday that his
decision "helped to deliver the Iraqi
people from an outlaw dictator."
Later, Bush condemned the
beheading of a U.S. hostage by an
Islamic militant.
Bush’s speech to the U.N.
General Assembly, running just 24
minutes, appealed to the world
community to join together in
supporting the new Iraqi interim
government. He included an appeal
for intensifying the global war
against terrorism and for focusing
energies on humanitarian missions,
from helping to end the bloody
violence in Sudan to combating
AIDS in Africa.
Two years after he told the world
body that Iraq was a "grave and
gathering danger" and challenged
delegates to live up to their
responsibility. Bush strongly
defended his decision to lead a
coalition that overthrew Saddam
Hussein's regime without the
blessings of the U.N, Security
Council.
He spoke shortly after U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan

opened the 191-nation gathering
with a warning that the "rule of
law" is at risk around the world.
Annan last week asserted that the
U.S.-led invasion of Iraq "was
illegal" because it lacked such
Security Council approval.
"No one is above the law," Annan
said. He condemned the taking and
killing of hostages in Iraq, but also
said Iraqi prisoners had been
disgracefully abused, an implicit
criticism of the U.S. treatment of
detainees at Abu Ghraib prison
near Baghdad.
Bush, meeting with the interim
Iraq leader after the session,
condemned the beheading this
week of U.S. hostage Eugene
Armstrong. The CIA has
determined that the voice on a tape
of the beheading was Islamic
militant Abu Musab al-Zarqawi
and that al-Zarqawi was likely the
person who did the beheading.
"We all stand in solidarity with
the (remaining) American that is
now being held captive," Bush
said.
Bush told a subdued U.N. session
that terrorists believe that "suicide
and murder are justified ...And they
act on their beliefs." He cited recent
terror acts, including the death of
children earlier this month in their
Russian school house.
"The Russian children did

nothing to deserve such awful
suffering and fright and death." the
president said.
Bush reached out to the
international organization to help
with the reconstruction of Iraq,
noting that the prime minister of
Iraq's interim government Ayad
Allawi was among those attending
the session.
"The U.N. and its member
nations must respond to Prime
Minister Allawi's request and do
more to help build an Iraq that is
secure, democratic, federal and
free," he said.
"A democratic Iraq has ruthless
enemies." Bush added, asserting
that "a terrorist group associated
with Al Qaida is now one of the
main groups killing the innocent in
Iraq today, conducting a campaign
of bombings against civilians and
the beheadings of bound men."
Many world leaders were
reluctant to comment immediately
on Bush's speech, including South
African President Thabo Mbeki
who said "I'm still reading it."
Others were cautious. Diplomats
and government officials refused to
comment publicly on
the
upcoming U.S. election, saying it
was an internal matter for the
American people.
Spanish Prime Minister Jose
Luis Rodriguez Zapatero said

while he agreed with Bush's
comments on defending liberty and
democracy, there were other issues
with
which
there
was
disagreement. He didn't elaborate,
but earlier mentioned that Spain
would not contribute troops to the
U.S.-led force in Iraq.
"Combatting terrorism is a part
of the shared goals of all nations, of
all democratic bodies," he said.
"There is a very strong solidarity
going beyond what might be any
differing views on any specific
country or any specific method."
Bush made specific reference to
Monday's beheading of an
American civil engineer. "We can
expect terror attacks to escalate" as
elections approach in both
Afghanistan and Iraq, he said.
"We will be standing with the
people of Afghanistan and Iraq
until their hopes for freedom and
liberty are fulfilled," Bush said.
Bush's speech included an appeal
for
more
humanitarian
involvement, ranging from helping
to end the bloody conflict in Sudan
to fighting AIDS in Africa. "AIDS
is the greatest health crisis of our
time and our unprecedented
commitment will bring new hope
to those who have walked too long
in the shadow of death," he said.
With the casualty toll in Iraq still
rising and with a rash of recent

suicide attacks. Bush did not dwell
on his decision to lead the invasion
of Iraq. But he suggested that the
Security Council had not followed
through after it "promised serious
consequences" for Saddam's
defiance.
"The commitments we make
must have meaning. When we say
serious consequences, for the sake
of peace there must be serious
consequences. And so a coalition
of nations enforced the just
demands of the world," Bush said.
"My nation is grateful to the
soldiers of many nations who have
helped to deliver the Iraqi people
from an outlaw dictator," he said.
Bush's remarks drew applause
only once.
He also told the gathering he was
proposing a "democracy fund"
within the United Nations which he
said would help countries lay the
foundations of democracy by
instituting the rule of law,
independent courts, a free press,
political parties and trade unions.
"Money from the fund would also
help set up voter precincts and
polling places and support the
work of election monitors." he
said.
Bush said the United States will
make an initial contribution. "I uige
all other nations to contribute as
well," he said.
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Death toll rises to 691 in Haiti; official estimates 250,000 homeless

AP Photo I Point Beach Post, Lannis Waters

People walk on a flooded road out of Gonaives, Haiti, Tuesday, Sept. 21,
2004, through the adjacent Artibonite Valley. Several vehicles went off the
road into a ditch, unable to see the road.

AMY BRACKEN
Associated Press Writer
GONAIVES, Haiti _ Blood
swirled in knee-deep floodwaters
as workers stacked bodies
outside the hospital morgue
Tuesday. Carcasses of pigs, goats
and dogs and pieces of smashed
furniture floated in muddy
streams that once were the streets
of this battered city. Desperate
people swarmed a truck
delivering water.
The death toll across Haiti
from the weekend deluges
brought by Tropical Storm
Jeanne rose to 691, with 600 of
them in Gonaives, and officials
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matches use the match
tiebreaker format to decide the
match.
“Match
tiebreakers
introduce an element of luck
in to the match because it only
takes 10 points to win one,”
Black said. “You do not have
the course of a set to recover
from a bad game.”
Koopsen was one of six
seeded players to be bounced
out of the tournament by an
unseeded player in a match
tiebreaker. One other was her
teammate,
senior
Marie
Cameron.
Cameron, seeded ninth in
her bracket, played a strong
match against Indianapolis’
Lindsey Fischer in the first
round. Cameron took the first
set 6-2. but lost the second 3-6
and the match tiebreaker 9-11.
Freshman Arcelia Gomez
received redemption in her 61,6-1 first-round rout against
Michigan Tech University’s
Amy Palmgren. Palmgren got
the best of Gomez a week ago
at Tech, 6-1, 6-3.
“The difference this time
around,” Coach Black said,
“was Arcelia was able to
adjust her game plan. On
Tech's fast indoor courts,
Palmgren
was
able
to
overpower Arcelia, but on the
more neutral outdoor courts,
Arcelia handled Palmgren's
power and was able to
consistently outlast her in
many long rallies.”
After gaining retribution,
Gomez fell to the 10th seed,
Ferris
State’s
Marissa
Muchow, 1-6, 3-6.
Freshmen Jenna Killips (6-0,
6-4) and Emily Zellner (6-2,
6-0) and junior Natalie Pallett
(6-1, 6-0) were all knocked
out of the first round by
seeded players.
In the doubles portion of the
tournament,
each
Laker
partnership won at least one
match.
Koopsen and Zellner, seeded
seventh, defeated their first
round match against a team
from Mercyhurst College 8-6
and in the second round they
took
out
a duo
from
Indianapolis 8-6. They were
defeated in the third by a
tough team from Northwood
University, 3-8.
Partners
Cameron
and
Gomez also made it to the
third round. Gomez defeated
Palmgren again as her and
Cameron took out the Tech
pair 9-7 in the first round. In
the second, they easily
handled a team from Wayne
State 8-1, but were bounced
by the same score from a
Northwood partnership.
After a first round 8-3 win
over a Tech team, Killips and
Pallett fell to the fourth seeded
team from Mercyhurst. 4-8.
Beginning Sept. 28 against a
very tough Northwood team,
the Lakers will host five
straight home matches to close
out the conference’s regular
season.
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said they expected to find more
dead and estimated tens of
thousands of people were
homeless.
Waterlines up to 10 feet high
on Gonaives’ buildings marked
the worst of the storm that sent
water gushing down denuded
hills, destroying homes and
crops in the Artibonite region
that is Haiti’s breadbasket.
Floodwaters receded, but half
of Haiti’s third-largest city was
still swamped with contaminated
water up to two feet deep four
days after Jeanne passed. Not a
house in the city of 250,000
people escaped damage. The
homeless sloshed through the

streets carrying belongings on
their heads, while people with
houses that still had roofs tried to
dry scavenged clothes.
“We’re going to start burying
people in mjtss graves,” said
Tou;saint Kongo-Doudou, a
spokesman for the U.N.
peacekeeping mission in Haiti.
Some victims were buried
Monday.
Flies buzzed around bloated
corpses piled high at the city’s
three morgues, where the
electricity
was
off
as
temperatures reached into the
90s.
Only about 30 of the 250
bodies at the morgue of the
flood-damaged General Hospital
hade been identified, said Dr.
Daniel
Rubens
of
the
International Red Cross. Many
of the dead there were children.
“I lost my kids and there’s
nothing I can do,” said Jean
Estimable, whose 2-year-old
daughter was killed and another
of his five children was missing
and presumed dead.
Dieufort
Deslorges,
spokesman
for the
civil
protection agency, said he
expected the death toll to rise as
reports came in from outlying
villages and estimated a quarter
million Haitians had been made
homeless.
More than 1,(KX) people were
missing, said Raoul Elysee, head
of the Haitian Red Cross, which
was trying desperately to find
doctors to help. The international

aid including $1.8 million from
the European Union and $1
million and rescue supplies fiom
Venezuela. The U.S. Embassy
announced
$60,000
in
immediate relief aid Monday,
drawing criticism from Rep.
Kendrick Meek, D-Fla., who
called it “a drop in the bucket.”
The storm entered
the
Caribbean last week, killing
seven people in Puerto Rico
before the hurricane hit the
Dominican Republic, killing at

least 19, including 12 who
drowned Monday in swollen
rivers. The overall death toll was
717.
On Tuesday, Jeanne was
posing no threat to land, about
515 miles east of Great Abaco
island in the Bahamas.
Also out in the open Atlantic
was Hurricane Karl, 990 miles
from the Caribbean’s Leeward
islands, and Tropical Storm Lisa,
which was about 1,005 miles
northeast of the Leeward Islands.
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with her boosted score of 82.
“I would have liked to have
played better,” Sneller said’.
“In my second 18, I had a
couple rough holes posting
some higher numbers, but I
also think I did some good
things this weekend too.”
Melissa Riegle finished
second for the Lakers and 60th
overall.
Riegle
stayed
consistent with her scores,
shooting an 82 in the first
round, 83 in the second and 80
in the third.
Only two strokes behind
Riegle, finishing 3rd for the
Lakers and 61st overall was
Kristi Vienneau. Vienneau
finished with 247 by ending
her first round with an 80 and
continued with an 83 and 84 in
the later rounds.
Topping off the team scoring
for the Lakers was Laura
Leatherman who finished 79th
overall with a 257 (86, 87, 84)
and Kate MacDonald who tied
for 84th with a score of 268
(94. 87, 87).
“We played 36 holes in one
day,” Stinson said. “It was
quite enduring for us, but it
will help us prepare for
conference matches.”
The University of Michigan
took first place in the
tournament finishing with a
score of 919 (306, 303, 310).
The host, Michigan State,
finished in a close second with
925 (303, 309, 313).
The Lakers return to the
links on Oct. 3 and Oct. 4 as
they make their way to
Findlay, Ohio to take part in
the Findlay Invitational.
“We’ve been going strong
for the past three weeks,”
Stinson said. “It will do us
good to have some time off to
settle down. We now have
time to work on a lot of the
things we have learned, so
these two weeks of practice
will help us a lot.”
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The leading scorer for the
Lakers was Melissa Sneller.
Sneller tied for 25th in the
overall field with a score of
236. Sneller shot a 77 in both
the first and third rounds, but
hiccupped in the second round

aid group CARE said 85 of its
200 workers in Gonaives were
unaccounted for.
“It’s really catastrophic. We’re
still discovering bodies,” said
Francoise Gruloos of the U.N.
Children’s Fund.
The aid group Food for the
Poor said the main road north
from Gonaives was made
impassable by the storm _ it was
unclear whether from mudslides
or debris _ and there were fears
that hundreds of possible flood
victims may be out of reach.
CARE spokesman Rick Perera
said the agency had about 660
tons of dry food in Gonaives,
including com-soy blend, dried
lentils and cooking oil and was
trying to set up distribution
points.
Police said aid vehicles were
being waylaid by mobs on the
outskirts of Gonaives. One truck
that made it to City Hall in the
town center was swarmed by
people who began throwing its
load of bagged water into the
crowd, setting off a melee. The
driver finally sped off, bouncing
people off the truck.
Addressing the U.N. General
Assembly on Tuesday, Haiti’s
interim president, Boniface
Alexandre, pleaded for help.
“In the face of this tragedy ... I
appeal urgently for the solidarity
of the international community
so it may once again support the
government in the framework of
emergency assistance,” he said.
Several nations were sending
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Tellin‘ It
Like it is

David Knapp, Arts and hiterUdnment Edttur
artsid Umthumcum

Felici Trio goes above and beyond expectation
■ The Felici Piano
Trio played at the
Cook-DeWitt Center
for diefirst time.

David Knapp
Paris Hilton trades in
purses for pens
Paris Hilton, after throwing
many credit cards in the can
for Gucci shoes, has decided
to leave her past behind and
try on a new outfit: a hard
cover. Yes folks, the
Chihuahua-loving
drama
queen is no more. She is now
a conservative author with
big plans for future books.
Paris shares with us her
sheltered life of diamonds,
cup sizes and parties in her
newest
attempt
at
a
somewhat reality T V. based
life, “Confessions of an
Heiress: A Tongue-in-Chic
Peek Behind the Pose.” Wait.
Hold the $2 million Armani
phone with the built in
handbag for carrying small
animals. Paris Hilton is a
writer!?
Surely the fashion princess
has more things to do with
her time than write a memoir.
We all know that she has
lived a pretty eventful life
with the clubs, arrests, dog
kidnaps and, dare we say,
“home videos,” but is a
memoir at the age of 23
really a plausible act?
Of course it is, for Paris!
She has led a misunderstood
life. For instance, when
filming the hit T.V. reality
show The Simple Life, Paris
and best friend/co star Nicole
Richie thought the nation
would take them as ‘serious
actors.’ After all, who
wouldn’t think that the cow
milking blondes weren’t
serious!? Milking a cow can
be very difficult, but milking
one with 6 inch Gucci
shoes... now that is some
serious acting right there.
Her memoir, however, is
serious. Tackling some
serious issues such as cup
size and how to get your first
credit card, the book really
shouts out to today’s readers.
Hilton, claiming that her
chest was too small back
when she was younger, says
that now she is happy that
she is so small as it “looks
better in clothes.” Rumor has
it that the heiresses’ new
book can be traded in at any
mental health institute for a
free months stay.
Hilton is also coming out
with a music album, said to
be of the dance-pop genre.
She is teaming up with
N*Sync’s JC Chasez and his
producer to complete the best
possible album she can. It’s a
good thing she got such a
well known singer that has
gotten himself so far ahead
of every... wait. Who were
we talking about? Next,
maybe Hilary Duff and Paris
will think about coming out
with a hit single called,
“Listen to My Voice-over.”
To me, it seems like Paris is
really getting ahead of her
game these days. Her big
party phase seems to be
passing seeing as she only
goes out about two times a
night now. And her obsession
with her dog. Tinkerbell, is
really dwindling. 1 mean, that
diamond collar was set at just
an unbelievable price; she
couldn’t pass that up.
Paris has certainly changed
her ways. I hope that her
books makes as positive of
an impact on the world as she
hopes. It would be great if
the segment on small chests
can help the girls with
similar problems be okay
with their bodies. That way,
they can all go to clubs and
party without having to
worry about themselves. If
she really wants to help she
could make a video on how
to be famous and still have a
lazy eyelid. That would
definitely change the world.
With the guidance of her
classy best friend Nicole
Richie, I’m sure she will be
able to run for president one
day. Maybe she’ll even set
her sights bigger, like being
the first Hilton to win an
Academy Award... oh wait.
Somehow, I don't think she
would do too well in the
movie business. Maybe she
could go into Website design
instead, seeing as she knows
the Internet pretty well.

Thomas Valdez
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Critics praise the Felici Piano Trio for their ability to perform the
works of classic composers. Members include pianist Paulina
Zamora (left), Brian Schuldt (middle) and Rebecca Hang (right).

Grand
Valley
State
University offers a lot in terms
of art, theatre, dance and
music. Part of the tradition
includes an annual celebration
known as the “Arts at Noon
Series,” a
number
of
performances held throughout
the fall semester, which

spotlights the talent of many
professional musicians.
Most recently, GVSU hosted
the “Felici Piano Trio,” a
California based ensemble of
piano, violin and cello. The
performance was held Tuesday
at noon in the Cook-DeWitt
Center. Though it was the
Felici Trio’s first time at
GVSU, they were met with
warm applause. The concert
lasted for nearly an hour. The
trio was formed in 1994 and
continues to play. They have
won
numerous
awards
including the 2001 CAC
Exemplary
Grant
which
supports
the
Mammoth
Elementary String Program,
which they founded and

continue to direct.
The Trio played seven pieces
from their repertoire, including
“Cate
Music”
(1985)
composed by Paul Schoenfield.
and several numbers by
Johannes Brahms. Although the
Felici Trio has only existed for
a little over ten years, they have
played over 300 criticallyacclaimed concerts spanned
over three continents. The Trio
was also recently named to the
California Arts Council’s
Touring Roster for the seasons
of 2004-2006 and 2005-2006.
The group will continue to
play concerts throughout the
country
and
at
many
elementary, middle and high
schools.

‘Joey’ falls short of
laughs without fellow
cast of ‘Friends’
■ Joey’s new sitcom
featuressame
personality as
“Friends”
Jenna Noseda
Grand Valley Lanthom
Joey Tribbiani, the struggling
actor, known for his lovable
idiocies on the award-winning
prime time show “Friends,” has
not changed. In “Joey,” he is the
same dimwitted yet adorable
friend he was before. Perhaps
this will be what holds back his
new “Friends” spin-off “Joey,”
despite a promising set of ratings
in its first week of the season.
Joey, played by Matt LeBlanc
has made the move out to
California in an attempt to
promote his waning acting
career. In Los Angeles, he meets
his middle-aged sister. Gina
Tribbiani, played by Drea de
Matteo, and her 20-year-old son,
Michael, played by Paul
Costanzo. Michael, the show’s
intelligent character, is fresh out
of college and ready for
independence as he studies to
become nothing less than a
rocket scientist. Gina, however,
isn’t quite ready to let him go. In
a sort of compromise that occurs
in the first episode of “Joey,”
Michael ends up moving in with
his uncle, only to continue to be
plagued by his mother’s parental
presence. Joey acts as a comic
mediator who tries to help his
nephew without upsetting his
sister.

A certain Tribbiani family
dynamic is at work between the
three main characters, which
creates some audience laughs,
but if you’re searching for an
exact “Friends”-esque type of
comedy, it is doubtful you’ll get
your fill with “Joey”. This is to
be expected since the show
drops
a
cast
of
six
complimenting main characters
down to one. It isn’t quite the
same without the witty quips
made by Chandler, Monica’s
neurotic habits, the romantic
interests relating to Rachel,
Ross’s nerdy yet somehow
adorable antics, or Phoebe’s
eccentric self. It seems the
writers of Joey attempted to
throw
these
essential
characteristics into the two main
characters that belong to Joey’s
family, in some way preserving
the essence that was “Friends.”
The NBC network, which
suggestively placed “Joey” in
the former “Friends” Thursday
night time-slot, has high hopes
for the sitcom. According to
Nielsen Media Research, the
company that calculates the
number of viewers television
shows gather each week, “Joey”
was in the top spot in its very
first week, with a rating of 12.0
on the ratings scale, reaching
over 13 million households. This
is the highest rating of any NBC
comedy premier for the past 14
years. Overall, however, the
show lost many of those viewers
who followed its predecessor in
its final run. Still, the outlook for
Joey is promising.
It is doubtful that anyone
expects “Joey” to fill the shoes
of its forerunner. “Joey” boasts

Courtesy of NBC / Kevin Foley

The new NBC series “Joey” is a spin-off of popular sitcom “Friends,” which recently ended its long run on the
network. The show unites Joey Tribbiani (Matt LeBlanc, right) with new friends Gina (Drea de Matteo, center) and
Michael (Paulo Costanzo, left) on the opposite coast from Joey's old “Friends” stomping grounds — the sunny
beaches and star-studded streets of central California.

the same writers and producers
of the “Friends,” empire but its
success depends on how former
Friends fans take to it in the long
run. The season is just
beginning.
Matt LeBlanc and the “Joey”
family are good for a light
hearted laugh. The show’s
humor may not be to the level
that “Friends” fans are used to,
but it may be worth a try. “Joey”
airs every Thursday night at 8:(X)
on NBC.

For love and the game

David Knapp
Grand Valley Lanthom
The appealing love story,
Wimbledon, proves that love
does not only exist in tennis.
The magnified story of love
and
romance,
trailed
throughout the Wimbledon
tennis
championship
in
England, leads the audience
on a journey that, foremost,
decides what is right in life. It
is a tale about winning, losing
and choosing the
more
important things in life.
The tennis film features
Kirsten Dunst as the out
spoken,
over-the-top
American tennis player Lizzie
Bradbury and Paul Bettany as
the past tennis champion,
Peter Colt, trying to get his
game back. Colt, a thirty
something tennis player finds
himself getting an invitation
to play in Wimbledon as a
wild card. The tennis player,
once marked 119th in the
world, decides that this will be
his
last
professional
tournament. In fact, he already
has a job set up as a tennis
director at a fancy club for
when he returns.
At Wimbledon he meets
Bradbury (Dunst) when Colt is
sent to the wrong hotel room
and walks into an enormous

suite, only to find Bradbury in
the shower. After a definitely
awkward but comic situation,
Colt says his goodbye and
checks into his more ‘cozy’
room.
Bradbury, however, is not
ready to say goodbye and
leaves messages on Colt’s
answering machine asking
him to meet her for dinner
later that night. At dinner the
two contemplate on whether it
is okay to ‘fool around’ before
a match. There is strong
chemistry between Colt and
Bradbury as they flirt and
fight over the rules of the
game. Lizzie suggests they
‘see each other’ in secret for
the
duration
of
the
championship and Peter, with
no hesitation, agrees.
After a short time Peter
becomes literally addicted to
Lizzie. It eventually comes
down to the point where he
cannot even focus enough to
win a match without her being
there. In short, they do fall in
love and with her by his side
Colt goes on to play the
biggest winning streak of his
career.
However, the romance is
quickly shattered by Lizzie’s
father and coach (Sam Neill)
when he finds out that the two
are secretly involved.
Playing the role of the overactive father figure, Neill
proceeds to break up the two
lovers in fear that his talented
daughter may lose her love of
the game and gain a love for
someone
else.
However,
through the efforts of both
players, their romance thrives
and does not die in the end.
The film is shot beautifully
and the director, Richard

Loncrain, does a wonderful
job of shooting the tennis
matches. All of the actor’s
tennis moves are completely
convincing and the entire
movie has a realistic effect
that makes the audience
believe the actors are real
tennis players. The realism in
this movie is one of the many
things that make it a classic
sports story. Never before has
a love story been centered
around the game of tennis, and
Loncrain does a great job of
making the entire film very
entertaining as well as heart
felt. A true tennis player
would be proud of the final
outcome.
With love, sports and
romance mixed into the film it
is not at all unbearable to
watch. In fact, the film is
much more entertaining than
one may perceive. This film
has a lot to say about the right
and wrong things in life and
how important it is to have
passion and desire.

Need Health Insurance?
Kerr Agency

Call 616.245.1958
Fre& Pregnancy ConfimuitLon

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
842-7510 or 218-9453
M, T, TH 12-4 or by appt.
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MARKETPLACE
Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students,
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $3
minimum charge, then 15 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just $3.00 (student
pricing). Stop by the Lanthom office,
100 Commons, for more details, (tf)

EMPLOYMENT
Wanted, fun, enthusiastic, hot
students. Who are ready to throw a
party. We need bartenders and
servers to be a part of a new
experience down town. Some
experience preferred if you want to
make money and still have a good
time stop in at the Intersection at
133 Grandville Ave SW, ASAP!
(9/23)

Student Work
Excellent starting pay 4-8 week
work program. May continue
around classes. Sales service
conditions
exist,
www. workforstudents .com
(12/9)

Westshore Communications, a
leading wireless communications
company in West Michigan is
looking for a part time inside sales
representative. Must have good
presentation skills and a drive for
results. Position will be in our
Allendale location. We offer a
competitive wage and commissions.
If you fit this profile, please email to:

To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Deadline is 10 a m. Monday for
that week’s issue.
Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
rob@westshorecomm.com or mail
to Sales Manager at 56 E.
Lakewood Blvd., Suite 30, Holland,
Ml 49424 (9/30)

Friday.
Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.
Advertising
Classifications:
Flexible Schedules Available. FUN
and UPBEAT Environment. Call now
1-800-714-4060. (9/23)

Automotive
Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services

The Lanthorn is currently
looking for cartoonists, writers
and distribution staff for the
upcoming school year. For more
information and an application,
stop by the Lanthorn at 100
Commons
or
e-mail
business@lanthom.com.(tf)

On Campus Marketer Needed:
National company looking for
student interested in passing out
materials to other students on
campus. Earn $8/hr Make your own
hours. If interested please call 1888-839-3385 (9/23)

Back to School Openings
Great pay, flexible around
classes,
customer
sales/service. No experience
needed. Conditions exist. 616257-8509
(12/9)

The Railside Underground is
accepting
applications
for
hostessing,
waitressing and
bartending positions. Call 616-7380900
or
email
Dave
@
stantoncorners.com. (11/4)
Get paid for your opinions! Earn
$15—$125 and more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com (10/14)
Spring
Break
2005
w/STS,
America’s
#1
Student Tour
Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call
for
group
discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com (12/9)

Newly
remodeled,
quiet
neighborhood. $700.00 per month,
utilities included. 616-458-1779

2
Bedroom,
1
1/2
baths,
washer/dryer,
central
air,
dishwasher, quiet, 616-667-1210,
616-454-0754, 616-457-3158 (9/30)

Campus View Townhouses
looking for 1 male roommate in
a 4 bedroom, 2 bathroom
townhouse. Private bedroom.
$330 per month. Free Internet.
(231) 357-1914 or Campus
View: 895-6678 (9/23)

Nice home in quiet Grandville
neighborhood.
Less then 10
minutes from campus.
$85 per
week utilities included. (616) 6334909 (9/23)

LOST & FOUND
Eyeglasses found in the D5 parking
lot just beyond North B. Plastic oval
with black outside and yellow inside.
Call 331-0393 ask for Ben. (9/23)

HOUSING
BARTENDER
TRAINEES
NEEDED!!
Make up to $300 Per Shift! No
Previous Experience Required.

Rent 2 bedroom Apt. 1/2 mile from
Downtown G.R. 554 Fremont at
Lane St. Exit 196. Kitchen, Dining
Room, Living Room, 2 bedrooms.

Thursday, September 23, 2004

Wanted
Commercial Rates
Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad: $2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per
column inch.

Jenison Townhouse
Grand Rapids Magazine Publisher
has great learning opportunity for
self-motivated individual that works
well independently in fast paced
environment. Must have previous
experience and AP style knowledge
a plus. Email resumes and cover
letters
to
ccustello@commercialmagazine.co
m (9/23)

GMND VALLEY LANTHORN

Lost and Found ads are FREE for
the first insertion!! 25 words
maximum.
Email
lanthom@gvsu.edu

Advertising Deadlines
The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday;
classified display advertising
deadline is 10 a.m. Monday. Bhng
or send your copy to the Grand
Valley Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.
READERS CAUTION

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Spring Break Bahamas Celebrity
Party Cruise! 5 Days $299! Includes
Meals, Parties! Cancun, Acapulco,
Nassau, Jamaica From $459!
Panama City & Daytona $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800678-6386 (12/9)

Sigma Alpha Lambda is a
National
Leadership
and
Honors Organization
recognizing
academic
achievement and focusing on
service and mentoring
in the community. With over 40
chapters across the country,
Sigma Alpha
Lambda is seeking motivated
students to assist in starting a
local
chapter (3.0 GPA Required).
Contact the Director of Chapter
Development
at
rminer@salhonors.org
(10/14)

CHRISTIANITY ON CAMPUS. Visit
“This I Believe" Fall Discussion
Series, Thursday Nights at 9:00
Kirkhof Center Room 104, ONLINE
www.graceprc.org (12/9)

NOTICES

Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthom offers
student organizations to promote
themselves
through
free
announcements published as Club
Notes in the Laker Life section. Email your information, 150 word
limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu(tf)

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love ’em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone's
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthorn Personals are a great way
to let someone know you care. Call
616-331-2460
for
more
information.(tf)

Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very
short storied, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)

News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. Please help us make
news available to the public. E-mail
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

Be wise to save these tittle guys..

report leaks

BE CONSERVATIVE

Leave some for the fish
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Leave some for the future
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Conserve Water @ GVSU
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Fortified with 8 Vitamins & Minerals
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CINEMARK - GRANDVILLE
Rivertown Crossings Mall 616-532-8731 k

•Early Bird Specials •Bargain Matinees
•Student discounts

The-
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THE SALVATION ARMY

25% Off
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for students on Wednesdays with Student ID.

For tickets and showtimes visit

Location

cinemark.com
While there register
to receive
V^TmaTi FREE showtimes
via email!

OKNsmiomr

1491 Division Street
Grand Rapids, Ml 49507
* applies only at this location

In 2002, an estimated 17,419 people
died in alcohol-related traffic crashes:
an average of one every 30 minutes.

Forgotten
First Daughter
(all theatre lor showtimes or visit cinemarluom

%

Did you know it costs 30 cents per hour
to have a toilet run continuously?

GVSU

Electric

Facts

LEFT-HANDED ENTERTAINERS

King Crossword —
Answers

Magnum Tattooing Inc.
=APT Member=
=GR's Largest Selection of Quality Body Jewelry=
=Professional Body Piercing=
=Quality Custom Tattooing=
=Award Winning Artists=
mum TanNMfl Inc__________ Mutuum Tattttltt II
2317 S. Division
7450 Union Ave.
Grand Rapids AHHUAmHIJR
616-245-1880 ^UUUilHiABBW 616-451-7546
env t«m i >M Sum* ■ree*

WWW.MAGNUMTATTOO.COM
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ODDS & ENDS

Lantoons

On the tip of
your tongue:

Puzzles

Trivia test
Fifi Rodriquez
1. GEOGRAPHY: Which is the
largest of the Great Lakes?

Umtbum((i gvsu.edu

LEFT-HANDED
ENTERTAINERS

MAGIC MAZE

2.
LITERATURE:
Which
novel's protagonist is a genius
architect named Howard Roark?

A Q N K I

3. TELEVISION: Who starred
in the long-running TV comedy
" Frasier"?

J H F C A Y K U W U R P N L J

4. HISTORY: What volcano
erupted in 79 A.D. to destroy
Pompeii?

HFDBZXCDROF DERV

5. STATES: What is Wyoming's
state motto?
6. ANATOMY: What is the
name of the largest human
muscle?
7. MYTHOLOGY: In Greek
mythology, who was the
principal goddess of Olympus?
8. MOVIES: Who was the
Oscar-winning actor who starred
in "Kramer vs. Kramer"?
9. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:
What is the most popular
holiday in terms of the number
of greeting cards sent every
year?
10. PRESIDENTS: What year
did George Washington die?

F D K A X V T Q O M

T R(L E T T E R M A N)L Y D Q
OMKIHSLOEIFEDYB
Y E Z Y

I W F W L G R F V O T

R E O U Q O F P A F N N N R L
K I R R H F A R N D W I C K A
Z C X A N H B

I D W A E S Y V

Answers
1. Superior
2. "The Fountainhead"
3. Kelsey Grammer
4. Vesuvius
5. Equal Rights
6. Gluteus maximus
7. Hera
8. Dustin Hoffman
9. Christmas
10. 1799

U S R Q C O W O O N H S M A K
J

I H F E D M B N A M D I

KB

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions •
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.

(c) 2004 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

SPORTS

Affleck
Aykroyd
Basinger
Carey

Chaplin
Cruise
Garbo
Hawn

Kidman
Kudrow
Landon
Letterman

Redford
Seinfeld
Winfrey

©2004 by King Features Syndicate, Inc. World rights reserved.

QUIZ

King Crossword

Chris Richcreek
1. Who provided the game
winning hit in Game Seven of
the 1997 World Series, in which
Florida beat Cleveland?
2. In what year did the Baltimore
Orioles begin playing home
games in Camden Yards?
3. Five running backs have won
the Heisman Trophy while
playing at Ohio State. Name
them.
4. LeBron James, Darko Milicic
and Carmelo Anthony were the
top three picks in the 2003 NBA
Draft. Who was No. 4, and
which team selected him?
5. Two players totaled 50 or
more goals for both the NHL and
the
old
World
Hockey
Association. Name them.
6. When bowler John Handegard
became the oldest player to win
on the PBA Tour in 1995, how
old was he?
7. Who was the boxer who beat
Mike Tyson twice at the 1984
U S. Olympic Trials.

Answers
1. Edgar Renteria.
2. It was 1992.
3. Les Horvath. Vic Janowicz,
Howard Cassidy. Archie Griffin
and Eddie George.
4. Chris Bosh was selected by
the Toronto Raptors.
5. Bobby
Stoughton.

Hull

and

Blaine

6. He was 57 years old.
7. Henry Tillman. In 1990. as a
pro, Tyson scored a first-round
knockout against him.
(c) 2004 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

ACROSS
1 Predicament
4 “I give up!”
9 “What’d I tell
you?"
12 Census datum
13 Move a fern
14 Squirrel’s
hangout
15 Deteriorated
17 Exploit
18 Scoot
19 One
21 Kind of ante
lope
24 Expression of
relief
25 Through
26 Cash dis
penser (Abbr.)
28 HMO fee
31 Messes up
33 Pack away
35 Avis adjective
36 Hayseed
38 Bespectacled
dwarf
40 Michael
Stipe’s band
41 Prudish
43 Welk’s dances
45 Deli purchase
47 “- Got a
Secret"
48 Eggs (Latin)
49 Try for the
extra point
54 Moment
55 With 10-Down,
uncomfortable
56 Pirouette pivot
57 Raw rock

1

3 I

2

9
13

12

29

30

52

53

I
19

18
22

20

24

23
26

25
31

41
45

40

38

36

43

44

47

46
50

48

49

54

55

56

58

59

57

J

51

10 See 55-Across 32 Antitoxins
11 Stretched
34 Of temporary
(out)
interest
16 Memorable
37 Transparent
period
39 Wants envi20 Stravinsky or
ously
DOWN
Sikorsky
42 1,000 (French)
1 Binge
21 Actress Judith 44 Albanian
2 Past
22 “Dutch
money
3 Fellows
Interior"
45 “Been better,
4 Actress
painter
been worse"
Andress
5 Child under a 23 “Monopo-ly"
46 Make a statemonth old
square
ment
6 Proces-sor, for 27 Alfred E. Neu- 50 Detergent
short
man’s magabrand
7 Yoga position
zine
51 “Monty Python"
8 Rea people
29 Carpet layer’s
opener
9 Cartman’s
calculation
52 Flatfoot
town
30 Sweet potatoes 53 Indispensible
58 Secluded val
leys
59 Austin
.Powers, e.g.

© 2004 King Features Synd., Inc.
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